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ABSTRACT 
 
Although life has existed on earth for at least 3.8 billion years, biogeochemical ‘fossils’ 
left behind by microbial life before the Great Oxygenation Event are contentious. The Mars 2020 
rover will target Noachian age sites that show potential for once having harbored life, therefore it 
is essential that geochemical biosignatures capable of peering back into deep time be developed. 
In this experiment, µXRF, petrography, handheld XRF, and statistical analysis were utilized to 
examine if crinkled laminae within the Moodies Group tidalites contained geochemical 
biosignatures that would be both diagnostic of specific biological processes, and broadly 
applicable in similar rocks. A diagnostic proof of life, specifically of a complex iron cycling 
ecosystem, was found within the rocks, currently expressed as regions of chamositic clay 
deposition limited to areas within ‘crinkled’ laminae suspected of being the remnants of ancient 
microbial mats. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 
1.1. Geological Setting 
 
 
1.1.1  Stratigraphy of Barberton area Archean units 
 
The 3.7 km thick Moodies Group is the shallowest of three units forming Barberton 
Supergroup, which crops out along a NE strike for approximately 135 km across the Eureka, 
Moodies Hills, Saddleback, and Stolzburg synclines near the border between South Africa and 
Swaziland (Nabhan et al., 2016), as shown in Figure 1. The Onverwacht group, a ~9 km thick 
accumulation of mafic and ultramafic volcanics dated at 3.57-3.30 Ga, forms the base of the 
Barberton supergroup, and was likely deposited as a low relief, shield volcanic complex 
emplaced by hot spot volcanism early in the extrusion of the Kaapvaal Craton (Lowe, 1994). 
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Figure 1: Geologic map depicting the Barberton Supergroup’s stratigraphic members, U-Pb 
and Pb-Pb zircon ages for the surrounding plutons, and the total extent of the primordial 
Kaapvaal craton in the inset. The sample collection location is outlined. Adapted from (de 
Ronde and de Wit 1994) 
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The intermediate, 3-km thick Fig Tree group is conformable with the underlying Onverwacht 
throughout much of the greenbelt, but unconformable to the extreme northeast (Tankard et al., 
1982). The Fig Tree group is considerably more heterogeneous than the volcanic Onverwacht, 
and consists of jaspillitic banded iron formations, carbonaceous cherts, felsic and intermediate 
volcanics, deep and shallow water shales, and volcaniclastic sediments (Hofmann, 2005)  
deposited between 3.26 – 3.225 Ga (Nabhan et al., 2016). The Moodies Group caps the 
supergroup and is notable for being the oldest preserved quartz sandstone terrestrial to marginal 
marine facies progression found on Earth (Huebeck and Lowe, 1994). Regional and to a lesser 
extent, contact metamorphism has altered much of the Barberton supergroup to a lower 
greenschist facies, resulting in the surficial expression of these units being called the ‘Barberton 
Greenstone Belt’ (BGB).  
 
1.1.2  Lithological Description of Moodies Group 
 
Although the samples for this experiment were collected in the Dycedale syncline, the 
lithostratigraphic succession of the Moodies Group as a whole is best expressed in the north-
central Eureka syncline, where the group shares a conformable and gradational contact with the 
Fig Tree group. The stratigraphic succession of the Moodies Group in three of the BGB’s major 
synclines are shown in figure 2.  
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Figure 2: The stratigraphic succession in the Dycedale Syncline. Samples for this 
experiment were collected in the lower proximal section of a fining upward deltaic 
succession. Adapted from (Heubeck, et al. 2016) 
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MD1, which encompasses the contact and bottom 50 m of Moodies group is a clast 
supported conglomerate, with the major clast lithologies being black, white, and banded cherts, 
granitoids, volcanics (Eriksson, 1980), and reworked vein quartz with strong channelization 
evident in the lowest 5m above the contact, indicative of a braided alluvial plain facies (Tankard 
et al., 1982). 
The second subunit of the Moodies Group, MD2, is composed of fine grained, well 
rounded arkosic sandstones fining upward into siltstones in five sequences. A shelf-deposited 
banded iron formation (BIF) marks the lower boundary of MD3, which then coarsens upward 
into a shale layer, then a siltstone, then culminates in a subarkose quartz arenite at the top of the 
subunit (Eriksson, 1980). The BIF, shale, siltstone, and sandstone components of MD3 were 
deposited in a shelf, foreshore, tidal inlet, and shoreface respectively.  
This same shallowing upward marginal marine succession is repeated exactly in the 
slightly smaller overlying MD4. This indicates that a brief transgression, possibly caused by an 
increase in mid ocean rift activity or an acceleration of transtensional related subsidence in the 
craton ‘reset’ the sequence back to a distal marine facies. This new accommodation was then 
consumed by rapid erosion of the felsic plutons which were rising continually throughout the 
deposition of the Moodies group. Aside from having a shorter section, the chief difference 
between MD3 and MD4 is the presence of an amygdaloidal sheet basalt at the base of MD4 
(Eriksson, 1979). This basalt makes correlation between the different synclines possible. 
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1.1.3  Depositional History    
 
The plutons depicted in figure 1 were emplaced syndepositionally with the Moodies 
Group, during a period of extensional rifting in the craton. This rifting event both unroofed the 
intruding plutons (Heubeck et al., 2013), and provided more than 3km of accommodation space 
for the deposition of quartz rich sediments eroded off the plutons, and dacitic volcaniclastics 
eroded from the underlying Fig Tree group (Huebeck and Lowe, 1994).    
A unique aspect of the Moodies group is that it is the oldest complete sedimentary section 
in the world: encompassing an entire facies progression from proximal braided alluvial plain to 
distal, quiescent marine shales and banded iron formations. The Fig Tree group is capped by a 
distinct submarine fan facies, which immediately underlies the coarse, alluvial plain facies of the 
basal Moodies group, indicating that deposition along the steep continental margin of the nascent 
Kaapvaal craton was crowded into a narrow shelf close to the orogenic axis (Tankard et al., 
1982). 
Sediment sourced from the orogenic highlands and pelagic marine sedimentation melded 
and was reworked in both tide-dominated delta successions, and longshore driven barrier island 
and backbarrier lagoon complexes, as depicted in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Reconstruction of a Moodies Group tidal delta. Due to a steep continental margin, 
narrow shelf, and significantly stronger tidal forces exerted by the moon during the Archean, 
deltas in the Kaapvaal craton were tide-dominated, and systems tract changeovers were 
dramatic. In the Archean, as today, lower energy periodically flushed backbarrier tidal flats in 
the fluvival-supertidal transition zone (outlined in red) provided an ideal environment for 
microbial communities, including the mats which are the focus of this study. Adapted from 
(Tankard et al., 1982) 
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1.1.4  Post Depositional History 
 
 The Moodies group was deposited in an extensional setting, as shown by the presence 
within the group of a syndepositional normal fault, occasional volcanic air-fall tuffs interbedded 
between terrestrial facies and a widespread basaltic flow layer (Lowe and Heubeck, 1994). 
However, angular unconformities separating the upper and lower Moodies group indicate that by 
late Moodies time, the extensional rifting had been replaced with a series of thrust faults, and the 
main Moodies depositional center had transformed into a foreland basin. Basin shortening 
continued throughout the Meso and Neoarchean, eventually incorporating virtually all of the 
Swaziland Supergroup / BGB into a thrust and fold belt. While the Onverwacht and Fig Tree 
groups underwent regional metamorphism up to greenschist facies, the Moodies group, 
especially towards the center of the belt, is largely free of penetrative deformation, with little to 
no foliation or realignment evident (Huebeck, 2009).  
 
1.2.  The Paleoarchean Environment 
 
1.2.1  The Paleoarchean Atmosphere 
 
Intense greenhouse conditions dominated during the early Archean, and although surface 
temperatures declined from ~100°C at 3.8 Ga to ~65-85°C at 3.2 Ga during deposition of the 
Moodies group (Robert and Chaussidon, 2006), the entire global biome was by necessity still 
likely populated exclusively by moderately or highly thermophilic extremophiles (Chang, 1994). 
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In addition to much higher surface temperatures, the Archean atmosphere was long 
believed to have been totally anoxic, on the basis of S-MIF (sulfur isotope mass independent 
fractionation), a distinct geochemical signal which disappears from the rock record at 2.45 Ga. 
Several other lines of coeval evidence support the 2.45 Ga estimate for oxygenation of the 
atmosphere (Hazen and Papinea, 2012), namely the wholesale eradication of siderite, uraninite, 
and pyrite from subaerial fluvial facies, the enrichment of chromium and uranium in iron 
formations, and increase in iron abundances found in paleosols at this date (Lalonde and 
Konhauser, 2015) .Although the exact history of oxygen’s arrival is contentious, the atmospheric 
pO2 on Earth was steady at 0.002 atm until 2.45 Ga. (Rye and Holland, 1998) 
Despite these interlocking pieces of evidence, models of a completely anoxic Archean 
atmosphere are facing increasing scrutiny in light of new ‘whiffs’ and ‘oxygen oases’ models of 
the Archean atmosphere. Anomalously high authigenic molybdenum, selenium and rhenium 
enrichment in Archean shales (Stueken, Buick and Anbar, 2015) from 2.5 Ga have been cited as 
evidence for transient ‘whiffs’ of oxygen in the atmosphere at least fifty million years before the 
Great Oxygenation Event (GOE) (Anbar et al., 2007).  Since molybdenum, selenium and 
rhenium would not easily erode out of crustal minerals in an anoxic environment, their presence, 
associated with organic carbon in deep water basins points to at least transient oxidation 
occurring on land. Furthermore, phylogenetic studies into the synthesis of cytochrome oxidase 
proteins show that the aerobic respiration metabolism evolved long before the oxygenic 
photosynthesis metabolism: indicating that pO2 before the GOE was still high enough to support 
an entire class of organisms (Canfield, 2005). 
In addition to these evidences for early ‘whiffs’ of oxygen, genomic research shows that 
cyanobacteria may have originally evolved in freshwater (Rantamaki et al., 2016). If true, then 
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this would indicate that ‘whiffs’ of oxygen tied to lacustrine primary productivity occurred long 
before the GOE, and that the GOE represents the development of saltwater tolerance amongst 
oxygenic photosynthesizers, and subsequent colonization of the ocean and massive oxidation of 
the planet.   
The ‘oxygen oases’ model for the Paleoarchean is of particular interest to this research as 
the Moodies group microbial mats would have been a prime location for one of these putative 
‘oxygen oases.’ This model posits that even in a highly reducing, nearly anoxic atmosphere, the 
extreme rates of O2 production achievable by benthic photosynthesizers would have locally 
overcome the reducing factors of atmospheric interaction (Lalonde and Konhauser, 2015), 
chemical weathering of reduced sediments, interaction with reduced aqueous iron, and biological 
consumption by aerobic respiration (Olson, Kump, and Kasting 2013).  This theory is congruent 
with evidence that oxygenic photosynthesis first evolved in freshwater and later developed 
marine tolerance, as in both models, the growth of continental crust would have increased 
primary production and oxygen generation gradually, either by increasing the area available to be 
colonized by bacterial surface crusts, or by expansion of catchments increasing freshwater’s total 
abundance and residence time.  
By 3.2 Ga (likely by 3.75 Ga) the frequency of impact events had slowed to a rate not 
appreciably higher than the present day (Van Kranendonk, 2014), and Earth’s atmospheric 
pressure also settled at a level near the modern (Walker, 1977).  In most other respects though, 
the atmosphere of the Paleoarchean was starkly different from the assemblage of gases that 
would predominate throughout the Phanerozoic. CO2 and N2 were the most common gases, with 
diatomic nitrogen being twice as abundant as today, and CO2 at least one hundred times more 
abundant (Kasting, 2015). H2, CO, and methanogenic CH4 rounded out the minor but non-trace 
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components of the atmosphere, although H2 was constantly outgassed into space or drawn down 
by anaerobic heterotrophs and only periodically replenished by volcanic outgassing. A simplified 
model for biosphere-hydrosphere-atmosphere gas fluxes during the Paleoarchean is shown in 
figure 4.  
 
 
Amongst trace gases, O3 was absent due to the lack of an O2 feedstock, a deficit which 
had significant implications for the evolutionary path of microbial life during the Paleoarchean. 
While some quantity of O2 was being produced by photolysis of H2O, it is likely that it would 
have been consumed by reactions with ferrous iron before undergoing exospheric conversion to 
Figure 4: Box model showing the primary fluxes (black lines) and the metabolisms (red text) 
that drove them, during the Paleoarchean. Much higher mantle circulation and more intense 
volcanism supplied irresistible reducing power until the expansion of aerobic photosynthesis. 
Adapted from (Ozaki et al., 2018) 
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O3 (Kasting and Walker, 1981), Although solar output was only ~70% as intense as today (Sagan 
and Mullen ,1972), a combination of the ‘organic haze’ formed by high levels of CH4, the 
insulating effect of radically high pCO2 (Kasting, 2015), more abundant core radionuclides, and a 
significantly greater planetary albedo due to almost total inundation drove surface temperatures 
down (from their Hadean peaks) to ~65-85°C in the Archean (Robert and Chaussidon, 2006). 
 
1.2.2  The Paleoarchean Sea.  
 
The world ocean of the Paleoarchean was similarly alien. Polar ice could not form in the 
Archean due to persistent high global temperatures. This in turn led to a stratified Archean world 
ocean divided between a stagnant but iron rich deep sea and an iron poor, wind-mixed upper 
layer. As a result, the photic zone was globally nutrient starved except directly over oceanic 
vents or other areas of volcanically induced upwelling (Lowe, 1994). In the deep sea and around 
areas of local upwelling, ferrous iron concentrations hovered around 3-6 ppm, and nickel 
concentrations may have reached ~400 nm(Towe, 94), although slowing extrusion of ultramafic 
rocks caused gradual retrenchment of metal ion concentrations by the Neoarchean (Konhauser et 
al., 2009). Conversely, the now abundant sulfate ion was only present at 5-15% of its modern 
concentration (Hazen and Papinea, 2012), which may have limited the ecological niche of now 
common Sulfur Reducing Bacteria (SRB) (Canfield et al., 2008). Given the comparatively 
inhospitable conditions in the photic zone of the Precambrian ocean, extrusion and accumulation 
of continental freeboard was a first order control on the total biomass, biodiversity, and of 
Earth’s fledgling biome.  
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The abundance of banded chert in the Moodies group and elsewhere reflects the 
supersaturation of silica in the Archean world ocean. Since biogenic silica sinks such as sponges, 
silicaflagellates, radiolarians, and diatoms had not yet evolved, oceanic concentration of 
dissolved silica may have reached 60 ppm (Lowe, 1999). Early cementation of pore space by 
disordered amorphous silica at and below the sediment water interface led to very rapid 
diagenesis and preservation of microbial mats in the Moodies group.   
Due to this fast silicification, morphological features of the microbial mats such as tufts 
and cones were preserved even in high energy environments with fast sedimentation rates. Early 
silicification may have occurred so rapidly that partial cementation added rigidity, mechanical 
strength and partial shielding from high energy particles to the microbial mats during their 
lifecycle (Huebeck, 2009). These advantages allowed the microbial mats to colonize areas high 
up on the continental freeboard, where greater wave energies, much more powerful tides, and 
intense exposure to ultraviolet radiation would have otherwise precluded extensive colonization. 
 
1.3. Siblings in Space: the Noachian and the Paleoarchean 
 
Earth and Mars were most similar during the Noachian epoch: Mars’ analogue of the 
Archean and Hadean eons from ~4.1 to 3.7 Ga, and the interval during which Mars was the 
wettest and warmest. The Noachian began with the formation of the immense Hellas impact 
plain in the southern hemisphere sometime during the Late Heavy Bombardment between 4.1 
and 3.8 Ga. By this time, Mars’ magnetic field had already begun to wane or had failed entirely, 
and earlier impacts had bifurcated the Martian crust into a thin, low lying Northern hemisphere 
and a thick, topographically high Southern hemisphere known as the Great Dichotomy (Carr and 
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Head, 2010). This was the only period during which phyllosilicates and other aqueous 
weathering products formed on Mars, making Noachian rocks the most likely location for the 
chemical signatures of life which this study seeks to identify.  
While fluvial and lacustrine landforms of Noachian age indicate a wet climate, it is 
unclear if Mars was persistently ‘warm and wet’ during this period, or only transiently heated by 
volcanic outgassing events, impacts, or annual seasonal variations (Palumbo, Head and 
Wordsworth, 2018). In either case, valley formation, silicate hydration, and all other forms of 
erosion appear to have reached their peak during the Noachian, although this peak was still less 
than the lowest rates believed to have ever occurred on Earth (Carr and Head, 2010).  Even with 
sputtering from solar wind ablation ripping moisture away from the planet, the emplacement of 
the immense, 5,000 km wide Tharsis volcanic plateau supplied abundant water to the surface 
during this period.  
Although the heavy erosion of Noachian terrains and formation of river valleys during 
the period implies abundant liquid water, this is counter indicated by heat flow models and 
climate reconstructions which show that below freezing temperature and pressure conditions 
prevailed on Mars even during this early period (Palumbo, Head and Wordsworth, 2018). In the 
case of a ‘snowball Mars’ which never enjoyed a consistently warm climate, then given the 
apparent rapidity which life developed on Earth following the first appearance of self-replicating 
RNA, microbial life could have developed on Mars in deep valleys where adiabatic pressure was 
highest, or in transient, large scale hydrothermal systems generated by occasional (1/1 myr) 
bolide impactors (Abramov and Mojzsis, 2016). A bloom of life in these short lived, impact-
warmed groundwaters would have developed under many of the same constraints as Archean 
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tidal zone microbes on Earth: a highly reducing atmosphere, constant risk of desiccation, a faint 
(and even more distant) young sun, and exposure to powerful UV radiation on the surface.  
 
 
1.4. Timeline for the Evolution and Diversification of Microbial Life 
 
During Precambrian times, evolutionary milestones (typically in the form of new 
microbial metabolisms, development of new oxidoreductase enzymes and endosymbiotic 
relationships) were far more widely separated in time than they were after the ‘Cambrian 
Explosion’ (Moore et al., 2017). For much of the early Paleoarchean microbial biodiversity was 
limited enough to foil modern attempts at specific and precise speciation for the organisms 
involved, and only broad categorizations based upon metabolism are possible. Additionally, 
before the Great Oxygenation Event in the Proterozoic, there is little evidence to show that 
biological processes were significant in affecting Earth’s surface environment, especially in ways 
that would remain apparent after billions of years of burial and alteration (Hazen and Papinea, 
2012). 
 In the context of searching for a proof of life in ancient environments like the 
Paleoarchean, the Moodies group microbial mats can be thought of as a ‘strong lock’, and 
previous biomes where fewer metabolisms had yet evolved as ‘weak locks’. Previous biomes 
may have only made a single, perhaps fleeting chemical alteration to their environment, such as 
adding additional methane to the atmosphere: they only leave one piece of evidence behind, or 
one tumbler for the lock. Just as many keys could open a weak lock, many different theories 
could explain a sudden rise in atmospheric methane: perhaps a period of increased volcanism, or 
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a comet impact, or a solar intensity change triggering a ‘clathrate gun’ or the evolution of 
methanogens.  
In contrast, replicable, diagnostic chemical abundance curves for multiple elements at the 
centimeter scale such as if found in the Moodies Group forms a strong lock: there are far fewer 
explanations, or keys, that can account for the exact profiles seen, and a determination of 
biogenicity can be made (in any environment) with greater certainty. To fully understand how 
this unique and identifiable ecosystem developed, it is important to review the preceding billion 
years of prior evolution, which painstakingly strengthened the locks gradually one by one as new 
metabolisms evolved and affected their environments in new ways.  
The exact evolutionary timeline of life in the early Precambrian is literally an existential 
question in science, and remains highly uncertain more than a century after the discovery of the 
first Precambrian fossils in the Torridonian Sandstone in 1899 (Geicke et al., 1907). Contentious 
suspected microfossils have since been unearthed in the 3.8 Ga Isua greenstone, in Greenland 
(Appel, Moorbath and Myers 2003), and the 3.5 Ga Dresser formation, in Western Australia 
(Morag et al., 2016).  Morphological complexity apparent in even the oldest microfossils (the 
‘Isuasphaera isua’ a putative micro-yeast from the Isua greenstone) indicates that the first life on 
earth likely predates our oldest evidence for it by hundreds of millions of years. At this point it is 
not obvious if the first three hundred million years of evolution generated even a single distinct 
biosignature that remains visible today.  
Self-replicating RNA chains were likely the first arguably ‘living’ thing to evolve on 
Earth (Condie, 2016). If the strong -22‰ to -28‰ (PDB) C13/C12 fractionations found in 
suspected microfossils from the 3.8 Ga Isua greenbelt are indeed relics of ancient microbial 
activity, then life or at least self-directed RNA reproduction may have begun only a few hundred 
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million years after planetary accretion: well before the Late Heavy Bombardment, which began 
~4.0 Ga (Schidlowski, 2001). These first steps up the evolutionary ladder must have occurred in 
an anoxic environment with a ready supply of organic molecules seeping through the small 
intergrain pores or intramineral voids that served as a rough, abiotic membrane for the RNA 
chains (Condie, 2016). Figure 5 illustrates a notional ‘evolutionary’ path for RNA may have 
taken. While the carbon isotopic fraction of the Isua greenstones is plausible evidence for life, 
this ‘lock’ is perhaps too weak to serve as an astrobiological tool given the underlying 
assumption that life everywhere in the universe fractionates carbon in the same way, through the 
same enzymatic pathways.  
 
Figure 5: Notional evolutionary path of RNA to prokaryotes. The prebiotic evolution of 
chemicals antecedent to true cellular life likely hinged on self-replication and the 
complication of RNA molecules. RNA’s ability to synthesize proteins make it the best 
suspect for ‘first life’ as it could reproduce itself, build proto-cellular membranes, and 
ultimately create DNA strands. Adapted from (Condie, 2016) 
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Although voids within the volcanic shoreface sediments of the Paleoarchean’s many arc 
volcanoes and shallow seamounts may have been anoxic, and sufficiently enriched in nutrients to 
allow RNA colonization, the ongoing barrage of bolides throughout this early period make 
hydrothermal vents a more probable locale for our earliest ancestors (Abramov and Mojzsis, 
2009). Other environments such as the waters of the photic zone or benthic soils may have 
sheltered life at this time, but the abyssal communities would have been more likely to survive 
through the renewed period of impacts, transonic hypercanes, and enormous tsunamis (Russell 
and Arndt, 2005). Conversely, Ferus et al (2014) discovered that the formamide, an organic 
molecule found throughout the solar system and in the proto-atmospheres of comets, can be 
converted into any of the 5 RNA nucleotide bases—but only if supplied with titanic activation 
energies of a scale which could only be generated by impact events. Ergo, chemical evidence for 
where life existed at this point is somewhat equivocal (Ferus et al., 2014). 
Regardless of whether life first appeared in shallow or deep waters, the chain of 
evolutionary adaptations ran a tortuous path, starting with the stellar generation of vast quantities 
of organic molecules beginning sometime after the first triple-alpha fusion process yielding 
carbon atoms. These eventually made their way to Earth, delivered by comets at either the end of 
planetary accretion, or during powerful gravitational perturbations in the LHB (Oro, 1994). Next 
abiotic monomers were synthesized through random or environmentally forced processes on 
Earth. This was followed by the genesis of biopolymers through RNA-Protein interactions, these 
early steps lead finally to the first self-constructed cellular membranes and ultimately the capture 
of critical enzymes within the primordial cell. These captured enzymes (Condie, 2016) that 
allowed the PPi (inorganic pyrophosphate) and ATP (adenosine triphosphate) synthesis 
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(Baltscheffsky and Baltscheffsky, 1994) and temporary sequestration of chemical energy (Oro 
1994). 
By 4.1 Ga, these hadean biota reached a momentous, ‘phylogenetic fork in the road’ with 
the differentiation of eubacteria from archaebacteria, according to molecular clock estimates by 
Battistuzzi et al (Battistuzzi, Feijao, and Hedges, 2004). With this split from the last common 
ancestor of all things, life began to diversify, and interpretable, if contentious, biosignatures 
began to be left behind. A timeline of the origins for each of the major cellular metabolisms 
present today is presented in figure 6.  
 
Figure 6: Early radiation of life into different metabolisms. This preceded at an immeasurably 
slower pace than later evolution, as advancements were often driven by random encapsulation 
of useful proteins rather than mutation or hybridization. Each advance in metabolic equipment 
allowed new electron donors and receptors to be utilized, with higher activation and yield 
energies. Black horizontal lines are confidence intervals, hollow boxes represent the maximum 
possible period of habitation, and colored boxes indicate the estimated presence of each 
metabolism. Adapted from (Battistuzzi, Feijao, and Hedges, 2004) 
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Unlike in the Moodies Group microbial communities, which feature a vertically zonated 
assemblage of metabolisms, Earth’s earliest biome was totally acetogenic, probably due to the 
far less intensive evolutionary demands of simple fermenting metabolisms (Oro, 1994). 
Although the primitive archeabacteria did not generate the impressive environmental 
transformations that some later phyla managed, they played a critical role in generating 
feedstocks of acetate that methanogens and sulfate reducing bacteria would later use to more 
dramatic affect (Ozuolmez et al., 2015). However, due to the rather striking coincidence that 
Earth is the only planet to have either a felsic continental crust or an observable biome, Grosch 
and Hazen propose an alternate model wherein deep intercrustal extremophile heterotrophs such 
as acetogens drove hydration of ancient oceanic crust and triggered generation and emplacement 
of felsic continental crust in the late Hadean (Grosch and Hazen, 2015). If further research 
validates this model, then it may prove that the humble fermenters of the Hadean eon literally 
shaped the face of Earth itself. As dramatic as such a discovery would be, it would add few tools 
to the astrobiologists kit—there are multiple methods by which the crust could possibly be 
hydrated, so the presence of felsic crust would not necessarily be indicative of anything specific.  
The methanogenic metabolism evolved between 4.11-3.78 Ga, leveraging the acetate 
produced by acetogenic fermenters to produce copious quantities of methane (Battistuzzi, Feijao, 
and Hedges, 2004).  Methanogenesis utilizes CO2 as an electron sink and its development 
confirms that surface and hydrothermal processes had enriched the ocean in the iron, nickel, and 
either tungsten, or molybdenum required for methanogen oxidoreductase synthesis (Moore et al., 
2017). At present, it is unclear if CO2 or CH4 was the dominant gas driving greenhouse 
conditions in the Paleoarchean. If CH4 was the primary control, then the evolution of 
methanogens would mark the first time the Earth’s atmosphere was substantially altered by 
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interactions with the biosphere (Battistuzzi, Feijao, and Hedges, 2004). In any case, given the 
lack of other oxidants, microbially produced methane was a major engine for biogenic carbon 
cycling in the Paleoarchean (Buick, 2012). 
The phototrophic metabolism was the next to evolve, emerging between 3.64-3.19 Ga, 
either as a refinement of earlier thermotaxic adaptations or due to encapsulation of 
bacteriochlorophyll (Nisbet and Fowler, 1999). Chlorophyll pigments provide some protection 
from UV radiation, and in the case of photoferrotrophs they allow abundant, dispersed ferrous 
iron to be utilized as an electron donor (cutting the microbe’s nutrient tether to hydrothermal 
vents). Intriguingly the metabolism appears to have evolved at the same time as a suite of 
adaptations increasing microbial resistance to desiccation (Battistuzzi, Feijao, and Hedges, 
2004).  Furthermore, experiments with modern anaerobic photoferrotrophs has shown the 
microbes secrete ferrihydrite along their cell membranes, significantly attenuating the UV flux 
into the cell (Gauger, Konhauser, and Kappler, 2015). 
This particular adaptation would have protected the photoferrotrophs from damaging 
(DNA’s peak absorbance of UV occurs ~254nm) short-wavelength UV energy because 
ferrihydrite absorbs UV energy below 400 nm, but does scatter or transmit longer wavelengths 
(Gauger, Konhauser, and Kappler, 2015). Therefore, the development of long-wavelength 
anaerobic phototrophy first seen in RCI (green sulfur bacteria) and RCII (purple bacteria) may 
represent an evolutionary strategy to leave the nutrient poor pelagic photic zone and carve out a 
metabolic niche on the less crowded, but radiation scoured tidal plane. This mineral precipitation 
utility may later have been inherited by shell-forming eukaryotes and developed into a 
mechanism for fully biologically controlled mineralization. 
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Due to the profound influence microbial iron cycling would have on redox conditions 
within benthic Archean soils, evolution of anaerobic phototrophy in general and 
photoferrotrophy in particular has been associated with a significant event in the Eoarchean: the 
beginning of Banded Iron Formation (BIF) deposition, in 3.8 Ga. Unfortunately, as with 
methanogenesis and the rise of atmospheric methane, there are multiple possible models for the 
deposition of BIFs.  UV photolysis, direct iron oxidation by photoferrotrophs, water rock 
reactions between ferrous iron and olivine and pyroxene, and reaction with oxygen metabolic 
waste from photosynthesizers can all oxidize Fe(II) into insoluble Fe(III) (Canfield et al., 2008). 
In many BIFs, the original biogenic ferric oxyhydroxides were replaced during early 
diagenesis by hematite, making identification of their provenance difficult. While unequivocal 
evidence for life can be found in younger BIFs by the close association of secondary magnetite 
and siderite with organic carbon laminae, the Moodies Group mats predate these sections by 
more than seven hundred million years, and different metabolisms (namely oxygenic 
photosynthesis) may have evolved in the intervening period (Beukes and Gutzmer, 2008). 
 The dissimilar iron reduction metabolism (DIR, sometimes called microbial iron 
respiration) may predate photoferrotrophy by hundreds of millions of years. Rocks from the 3.8 
Isua greenbelt have δ56Fe and δ13C signatures that match the fractionation seen in younger 2.5 Ga 
rocks, where DIR is known to have been in operation (Craddock and Dauphas, 2011). While 
further research may allow the unique isotopic fractionation signature of DIR to be diagnostic of 
microbial activity on Earth, it is not a useful tool in extraterrestrial exploration, where the 
isotopic composition of the precipitating fluid is either poorly constrained through time, or not 
constrained at all.  
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1.5. Comparison to a Modern Microbial Community 
 
As mentioned in the preceding section, evidence for the evolution of oxygenic 
photosynthesizers prior to the GOE is contentious. Given the radical differences in productivity 
between aerobic and anaerobic metabolisms (100 to 1000 fold increase), the development of 
oxygenic photosynthesizers and their incorporation into the microbial mat community can be 
considered a ‘point of departure’ that separates distinctly archaic microbial mats, from 
assemblages that would not be out of place in modern environments (Hoehler, Bebout, and Des 
Marais, 2001). 
Both modern and ancient microbial mats are stratified into layers where different 
chemical regimes and metabolisms dominate. A ‘full’ modern microbial mat such as the Great 
Sippewissett Marsh may have as many as six distinct layers, each with a different dominant 
metabolism and prevailing chemical gradient (Franks and Stolz, 2008). Although 
thermodynamically the expected succession of microbial metabolisms would be 1) oxygenic 
photosynthesizers 2) aerobic respiration 3) denitrifiers 4) manganese reducers 5) iron reducers 6) 
sulfate reducers and 7) methanogens, in nature sulfate reduction often occurs much higher up in 
the mat than would be expected from purely thermodynamic considerations (Franks and Stolz, 
2008). 
A typical mat with most of the common modern metabolisms represented would be 
capped with a surficial layer of photosynthetic cyanobacteria, succeeded by aerobic heterotrophs 
in the next level, then dissimilatory iron reducing bacteria, then sulfate reducing bacteria, with 
methanogens forming the basal metabolism. Additionally, purple and green anoxic phototrophs 
may be present and inhabiting variable depths (Franks and Stolz, 2008). However, in both 
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ancient and modern mats, not every metabolism may be present—each microbial mat reflects the 
unique chemical opportunities and hazards presented by its local environment, and some 
metabolisms may be suppressed, eliminated, or stimulated as a result of these local variations. 
Additionally, the layers themselves may move or shift position, such as when cyanobacteria 
burrow down into the substrate to avoid more intense UV radiation in the middle of the day, or 
when anaerobic metabolisms advance towards the surface of the mat overnight, following a 
receding ‘oxygen tide’.  
In the first level of a modern mat, cyanobacteria (and possibly autotrophic diatoms in a 
super-surficial layer above the mat proper) utilize water as an electron donor to reduce carbon 
dioxide through the well-known chemical reaction: 
 !" # + % #" + hv → 	%!" # +	#" 
 
The effects of photosynthesis on the geochemical gradient within the microbial mat are 
profound.  The tremendous increase in productivity made possible by using water as an electron 
donor fuels growth throughout the entire mat, as other organisms use the labile organic carbon 
produced by photosynthesis as an electron donor for their own metabolisms (Fenchel, King and 
Blackburn, 2012).  Additionally, primary producers generate the majority of the extracellular 
polymeric substances (EPS) which bind the mat together and give it its characteristic 
cohesiveness (Tice et al., 2011). Unlike the deposition of organic carbon, the secretion of oxygen 
has a less salubrious effect on many of the other mat metabolisms. Aside from potentially 
oxidizing important electron donors such as Fe (II) and H2S, oxygen is directly toxic to many 
anaerobic bacteria.  
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 Beneath the cyanobacterial layer, aerobic respiration recycles much of the organic carbon 
generated through primary production, and consumes oxygen in the process. The reaction 
through which aerobic heterotrophs oxidize organic carbon for energy is written: 
  %!" # + #" →	% #" +	!" #  
 
The reductive power of the aerobic respiration layer is sufficient to drive the mat from 
supersaturated in oxygen, to hypoxic or totally anoxic in the space of 1mm (Franks and Stolz, 
2008). Anaerobic metabolisms such as sulfate reducing bacteria (SRB) thrive in the layers below 
the aerobic heterotrophs. While the aerobic respiration metabolism is more efficient than sulfate 
reduction, due to its rapid consumption of oxygen, aerobic respiration shuts down shortly after 
dark, once it has consumed all local O2 and photosynthesis has shut down for the day. The 
notionally less efficient SRB thrive under these conditions, where they can oxidize organic 
carbon by using sulfur (from the sulfate ion) as an electron acceptor as shown in the equation: 
 2%!" # + (, #- )"/ → 2(! % #0 )1/ + (! , )1/ +	!2 
 
Although this metabolism clearly relies on sulfate, which was one sixth the abundance in 
Archean waters than in modern oceans, it has the advantage of being chemoautotrophic, and not 
relying on the existence of an oxygenic photosynthesizer which may or may not have been 
present 3.2 Gyr (Hazen and Papinea, 2012). 
Another metabolism now relegated to lower zones of the mat that may have been a more 
prominent member of the biome during the Paleoarchean is photoferrotrophy, the anaerobic 
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phototrophic oxidation of iron. In modern mats and stratified anoxic lakes, photoferrotrophs are 
represented by purple or green sulfur bacteria (Camacho et al., 2017), which can utilize either 
sulfide or reduced iron as an electron donor (Canfield et al., 2008). These more archaic bacteria 
are not driven down strictly due to increased competition, but also by their ability to utilize 
longer, deeper penetrating wavelengths of light compared to oxygenic phototrophs. 
Photoferrotrophs oxidize iron through the following reaction: 
 445"2 + (! % #0 )/1 + 10!" # + ℎ9	 → 4F520(# ! )0/1 + %!" # + 7!2		 
 
 The anaerobic, mid-mat oxidation of iron and production of organic carbon by 
photoferrotrophs supplies the next level of mat metabolism, dissimilatory iron reducing bacteria 
(DIRBs) with both nutrients and electron acceptors in the form of ferric oxyhydroxides. This 
metabolism reduces the oxidized iron and generates tremendous alkalinity, potentially causing 
the incorporation of iron into fast growing ferroan carbonates. The DIRB metabolism is 
controlled by the following equation: 
 %!" # + 	4F520(# ! )0/1 + 7!2 → 	445"2 + 	10!" # 	+ (! % #0 )/1 
 
 Fermenting metabolisms and methanogens prevail in the lowest levels of the mat. After 
intense carbon cycling in the upper layers, nutritive fluxes into the methanotrophic strata are low 
to nonexistent. Two broad classes of fermenters are common in microbial mats: acetoclastic and 
hydrogenotrophic fermenters. Bacteria from both groups coexist in the lowest level of the mat, 
and both rely on disproportionation reactions, where an organic molecule (acetate in the case of 
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acetoclastic metabolisms and carbon dioxide for hydrogenotrophic bacteria) functions as both the 
electron donor, and the electron acceptor.  
Methanogens were an important class of prokaryotes during the Paleoarchean, where they 
substantially contributed to the high methane content of the atmosphere, and therefore the 
prevailing greenhouse conditions. Today, and likely in the Precambrian as well, these organisms 
inhabited lower the lower strata of the mat. Given that these bacteria will generally be inundated 
while their metabolisms are active, carbon dioxide is assumed to have been dissolved into 
bicarbonate in following reaction representing hydrogenotrophic methanogenesis: 
 (! % #0 )/1 + 	4!" +	!2 	→ 	% !- + 	3!" #  
 
The reaction whereby acetoclastic methanogens reduce acetate is: 
 % !0 % #" +	!2 	→ 	% #" + % !- 	 
 
For both of the methanogenic metabolisms, alkalinity is generated through the absorption 
of a proton that is then removed from the system through off-gassing of methane. In addition to 
contributing to the Archean’s greenhouse atmosphere through the release of methane, 
methanogens locally decreased pH in their pore spaces, possibly leading to earlier cementation of 
the mat into a microbialite.   
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2. HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT 
 
2.1. Research Question 
 
This project seeks to determine whether previously observed elemental concentration 
patterns in Paleoarchean microbial mats arise from biological processes, or abiotic depositional, 
or post-depositional alterational processes. In a larger sense, it is an attempt to map and quantify 
major element concentration patterns that are diagnostic of very early (Paleoarchean or earlier) 
biologically mediated authigenesis of iron bearing minerals. By proving these concentration 
patterns are biologically controlled, this research turns the patterns themselves into valuable 
astrobiological tools. Specifically, these patterns could be used as diagnostic clues possibly 
indicating the presence of life in the way that Bouma sequences are used as first pass indicators 
for recognition of turbidite deposits. 
Although the Moodies group has been the subject of intense study for more than a 
century due first to its rich gold deposits, and later due to its unique status as the world’s oldest 
preserved sedimentary system, key uncertainties about the early diagenetic history of the 
formation remain unanswered. Specifically, it is unclear whether early silicification of mats, is 
driven by the hypersaturation of silica in seawater of the Archean world ocean, or if microbially 
mediated ferroan dolomite precipitation was the prime control on cementation in the groups 
famous sandstones This project will uncover if iron concentration patterns in the rock’s ‘crinkly’ 
laminae reveal diagnostic biosignatures applicable to rocks deposited in other places, eras, even 
planets.  
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More generally, this project attempted to develop a greater understanding regarding the 
extent to which microbial mats affected their local environment during the Archean, and how 
well chemical traces of life are preserved over vast lengths of time. This research will deepen our 
understanding of Archean microbial communities, and develop a valuable astrobiological tool 
that can be used in check for the presence of ancient microbial life on Earth, Mars, and beyond. 
 
2.2. Hypothesis Explanation 
 
Although many different microbial metabolisms may have been present in the Moodies 
Group microbial mats, my experiment focuses on the metabolisms which may have driven iron 
cycling in the ancient mat: photoferrotrophy, dissimilatory iron reduction, and possibly oxygenic 
photosynthesis. This is because these iron cycling organisms may leave behind more permanent 
chemical traces than other metabolisms, whose products are gases which easily escape the 
system, organic carbon which would have likely been consumed by heterotrophs, bicarbonate 
which could be of abiotic origin, and water. Unlike some other metabolic byproducts, , the 
reduced iron generated by DIRB would likely have been incorporated into authigenic minerals 
with anionic functional groups, such as ferroan dolomites or certain clays. The abundance of 
these iron rich minerals relative to the position of the suspected mat therefore may generate a 
characteristic profile visible today related to the local biologically mediated shifts in pH and 
reduced iron concentrations during the Paleoarchean. An overview of these relationships is 
shown in figure 7, below.  
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     Because of iron’s unique qualities as a readily cycled electron donor/acceptor in microbial 
metabolisms, it will be the focus of this investigation into the Moodies group tidalites and their 
crinkled laminae. The crinkled laminae and any attendant iron within them may arise from 
abiotic processes. Even at the macroscale, the dramatic decrease in grain size within the crinkled 
laminae is visible, suggesting that it is possibly a mud drape or phyllosilicate layer within the 
sandstone where a change in flow regime resulted in different mineralogies being deposited, 
possibly including illite. It is also possible that phyllosilicates in these crinkly layers are not be 
Figure 7. Enrichment of Fe in fossil mats of the Moodies Group. Left: Cut slab of crinkly 
microbial mats (peaked and wavy dark laminations) in sandstone. Right: Superimposed µXRF 
false-color image with red = Fe Kα1 fluorescence, green = Si Kα1 fluorescence, and blue = K Kα1 
fluorescence. Fe is concentrated in phyllosilicates with compositions similar to chamosite in 
mat laminations; Si is primarily associated with microquartz cements and quartz sand grains; 
K is associated with alkaline feldspar sand grains and sericite in sandstone matrix. Overall, 
these distributions suggest that Moodies mats concentrated Fe. Scale bars are 5 mm. 
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detrital, but authigenic chamosite formed through interactions between ferrous iron and the 
microbial mat’s EPS membranes. A different possibility is that the crinkly laminae mark areas of 
elevated ferroan dolomite concentration, which would have been due to biologically generated 
alakalinity. These rocks probably underwent rapid lithification due to the high levels of dissolved 
silica in the Paleoarchean world ocean, and the crinkly laminae may mark areas were carbonate 
cements are ascendant over the extensive, abiotic microcrystalline quartz cements. Finally, iron 
abundance in the rock may have been reset by neomorphic processes. The crinkled laminae 
appear to represent a significant change in lithology compared to the whole rock. This may have 
made them planes of weakness in the rock which served as a conduit for the flow of iron rich 
hydrothermal waters through the system. These may have precipitated out within the weakened 
crinkly zones, causing the elevated concentration of iron in and near the crinkled laminae.  
 This experiment seeks to test which of three possible processes provided the dominant 
control for iron concentrations in the rock, and the subsequent elemental enrichment patterns . 
The biological premise is bimodal: with the specific distribution of iron visible today depending 
on whether the microbial mat generated strong alkalinity (as is the case for many modern mats) 
or not. In the case where alkalinity is being generated, first photoferrotrophs oxidize iron, 
preventing it from being incorporated into pyrite or other reduced iron minerals, then 
dissimilatory iron reducing bacteria reduce the ferric oxyhydroxides produced by 
photoferrotrophy while simultaneously generating massive alkalinity, causing incorporation of 
iron into the carbonates being crystallized by the surge in pH. In that case, the cycling 
relationship will cause iron to be preferentially incorporated into carbonate minerals in the more 
highly reducing, lower layers of the mat. The abundance of iron (and other XRF detectable 
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carbonate contributing elements such as Ca, Ba, and Mg) will peak in the lower, more reducing 
layers of the mat, then decline with depth in the sediments below. 
In the case of a biological premise where alkalinity is not being generated, then the 
dominant control on iron concentration in the rock in terms of gross weight percent will be the 
location of detrital iron rich minerals such as pyrite. In this case, the microbial mat traps these 
grains (likely swept in from a nearby fluvial system feeding the delta complex) in their sticky, 
hydraulically rough EPS coatings, while interactions between aqueous ferrous iron and the -2 
anionic functional groups of the EPS drive the authigenesis of chamosite coatings over the 
trapped detrital grains. Pyrite oxidation by ferric oxyhydroxide (a product of the 
photoferrotrophic metabolism) or mat-generated oxygen would further increase the concentration 
of ferrous iron in the mat’s interstitial waters in the brief period before the newly deposited pyrite 
grains were coated by chamosite precursors. .  
In this case, the superconcentration of reduced iron and the notably reduced pH will 
cause authigenic clay minerals near the detrital grains to be formed with iron rich compositions 
that will appear as local clusters of high-iron areas surrounding pyrite grains. Here, the ‘proof of 
life’ will be the presence of iron rich clays only within the microbial mat itself, probably in close 
association with pyrite grains. If my analysis of the Moodies Group ‘crinklies’ reveals either of 
these patterns, then the phenomenon of authigenic mineral production catalyzed by iron cycling 
will be proven to produce rock packages which both show distinct evidence for metabolic 
activity, and self-preserve this data for transmission forward in time, even on the scale of billions 
of years. No other early evolving (Paleoarchean and earlier) metabolisms leave such definitive 
traces in the rock record, and other ‘proofs of life’ such as δ13C depletion are only well 
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constrained specifically for the Earth environment and the fractionation kinetics of terrestrial 
organisms, making these tools less useful in an astrobiological context.  
In addition to testing whether or not metabolic cycling controlled elemental abundances 
within the Moodies Group, careful analysis will also control for two other possible premises 
which could affect iron concentrations in the group: a ‘depositional’ premise, and an 
‘alterational’ premise. Microbial mats’ ability to rise above inundating clastic influx is well 
understood, and in fact forms the basis for stromatolite growth. Therefore, influx of clay sized 
clastic particles into the microbial mat may actually increase its size, rather than inhibit its 
growth, as would be the case with a more familiar cnidarian coral platform. As such, it is 
important to control that the source of iron enrichment in the Moodies Group is biological and 
not depositional, such as from the fluvial delivery of illite into the mat, since a period of clastic 
influx may not be marked by any recognizable hiatal surface.  
This potential depositional control will be accounted for by evaluating the distribution of 
phyllosilicates within the mat, with a special focus on iron rich phyllosilicates like illite. In the 
case of a depositional control on iron enrichment in the mat, the abundance of iron, potassium 
and aluminum should all peak at or just below the mat surface, then fall off with depth, reaching 
a minimum just above the surface of the next mat as detrital phyllosilicates are trapped and 
deposited in the sticky and vertically developed tufts of the microbial mat. This will be 
distinguished from the  authigenesis/ biological premise by the location of iron rich 
phyllosilicates. If the rock has a uniform concentration of phyllosilicates of various types but 
iron rich minerals are concentrated in the microbial mats, this supports the biological premise. If 
phyllosilicates of all types (including iron rich varieties) are found to preferentially concentrate 
near the microbial mats, this supports a depositional premise. 
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The final possibility is that iron distribution through the rock is controlled by alterational 
processes, especially neomorphic processes involving the flow of highly mineralized, 
superheated groundwaters through the rock. In this case the hydrothermal fluids will tend to flow 
more easily along the contact surface between the mat and the surrounding rock, so iron 
concentrations will peak on the mat surface, and then decline in a symmetrical pattern above and 
below the mat where flow of hydrothermal was more difficult. If this probes to be the case, it 
would reflect that crinkled laminae were a plane of weakness during the long compressional and 
deformational history of the Barberton Greenstone Belt. Fractures in the rock would have 
propagated preferentially along the crinkled surface, (rather than randomly through the massive 
sandstone sections) and hydrothermal fluids would rapidly precipitate in these lower-pressure 
fractures, cementing them up with new, possibly iron bearing minerals.  
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3. METHODS 
 
In the first stage of experimentation, samples of ‘microbialites’ collected from the Dycedale 
syncline in the Barberton Greenstone Belt were selected for the project due to the presence of 
crinkled carbonaceous structures resembling fossilized microbial mats in these particular rocks. 
Unlike the higher energy ‘tidalites’ which were collected from adjacent survey areas, these 
samples appeared to have been deposited in a lower energy environment, which would have been 
ideal for both microbial growth and deposition of clay-sized clastic particles.  
Microbialite sample TSA10-6-11 was cut into thin (approximately 7 mm thick) vertical slices 
allowing the interior of the rock to be sampled with a handheld Bruker XRF at a variety of 
interior depths. The XRF device has a sampling diameter of 2 mm, and each rock slice was 
sampled along a single vertical transect that extended through the entire depth of the rock. XRF 
data were collected in 3 mm depth increments, with a new reading being taken approximately 
every 3 mm. The sampling was not held exactly to 3 mm depth increments so as to allow 
targeting sampling directly on, above, and below microbial mats in the rock, which did not fall 
exactly on a 3mm depth line.  
Near-vacuum conditions (<10 torr) were maintained inside the instrument at all times during 
sampling. The XRF, a Bruker Tracer SD-III, irradiated each sample point for 60 seconds, using 
the ‘major elements’ profile for the machine and software. No filter was used. A mud rock 
calibration was applied to the raw data after collection was complete. A standard ingot of known 
elemental composition was analyzed at the beginning of each new rock slice to ensure no gain 
shift in the instrument or other calibration errors were occurring.  
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During data collection, the sampling locations of microbial mats and weathering rinds were 
noted to aid in later analysis. The ‘mud rock calibration’ revealed that barium was not present in 
readable concentrations in any of the samples, so although it was initially an element of interest, 
it was dropped from further analysis. In total, 361 data points were collected. The weight percent 
data from these 361 data points were then normalized into ‘Z-Scores’ based on the formula  
 = = ? − AB  
 
where z is the z-score, x is the weight percent of the data point, µ is the mean of all weight 
percents for the chosen element in the data set, and σ is the standard deviation of all the weight 
percents for the chosen element in the data set.  
The z-scores for Fe, Mg, Ca, Al, and K were organized into a matrix with each row of the 
matrix containing the z-scores for all five elements at a single sampling point. A primary 
components analysis of the matrix was then conducted in R Studio. After the initial ‘survey’ 
PCA, more narrowly focused analyses were run, partitioning data collected within the 
‘weathering rind’ from data collected in the lower, unweathered portion of the rock.  
In addition to these XRF analyses, false color maps of abundances for the 5 targeted elements 
were generated by merging the different relevant elemental tranches into RGB composite 
images. These were compared with regular photography to qualitatively examine the distribution 
of elements in each case relative to the locations of the microbial mats, and elemental 
associations implied by the PCA results were also scrutinized.  
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A petrographic analysis was conducted on a thin section of the microbialite. The lithological 
assemblage of grains in both the microbial mat areas and nonlaminated sections was noted. A 
four-iteration, 100 µm resolution scan was taken of the entire thin section in a Horiba µXRF. 
Areas with high iron concentrations on the scan were then subjected to more detailed 
petrographic examination and scanned again at 10 µm to create a tie between µXRF observations 
and petrographic observations.  
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4. RESULTS 
4.1. Handheld XRF Results 
Tables for the weight percent values and z-scores of Fe, Ca, Mg, Al, and K in the TSA10-6-
11 microbialite are given in Supplement One. Although the handheld XRF data were collected 
primarily to fuel statistical analysis, several trends were apparent in the raw data. Aluminum and 
potassium are present in TSA10-6-11 in variable concentrations but on average were more than 
twice as abundant than iron, and three to four times as abundant as magnesium. The graphs 
below (Figures 8-11) are taken from rock slice A and are representative of the general abundance 
trends with depth revealed by handheld XRF analysis for all 10 rock slices. 
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Figure 8. Graph of magnesium abundance versus depth. For all the following graphs, red 
horizontal lines indicate the position of microbial mats along the transect where scans were 
taken. In all samples, magnesium concentrations are greatest within the weathering rind, and 
subside to low levels deeper in the rock. The low abundance of magnesium throughout the 
rock (other than within the altered weathering rind) indicates that the rock has not undergone 
dolomitzation, or that primary carbonate minerals were destroyed at some later time 
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Figure 9. Graph of calcium abundance versus depth. Calcium was heavily depleted in the 
weathering rind of all samples. Additionally, in all samples, a notable peak of calcium 
enrichment is visible at a depth of approximately 70mm. As the rock slices are all cut off of a 
single sample, this trend illustrates the horizontal continuity of a relatively large sediment 
package, (free from microbial mats in most samples) that dominates the central section of each 
slice and is enriched in calcium relative to the rest of the rock. 
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Figure 10. Graph of aluminum and potassium abundance versus depth. Aluminum and 
potassium are well correlated in the rock, as shown in the plot of aluminum (green line) versus 
potassium (blue line) concentrations. Petrographic examinations suggest that the similar 
distribution of these two elements is due to deposition of aluminophyllosilicates, which enrich 
the rock in both elements. Note the x-axis scale is different from previous graphs.  
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Magnesium, calcium, and iron are all variably influenced by geochemical interactions within 
the oxidized weathering rind at the top of each rock slice. A total of 22% of all the handheld 
XRF data points collected fell within this visibly altered section of the rock. In this area, 
magnesium concentrations were highly elevated over their baseline elsewhere in the rock, 
calcium was almost entirely absent, and iron was somewhat elevated, although not to the extent 
of magnesium. At the relatively coarse scale of observation (2 mm spot size) afforded by the 
handheld XRF, strong and consistent correlations between any element and the microbial mats 
were not visible. 
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Figure 11. Graph of iron and calcium abundance versus depth. In this graph, the green line 
represents iron concentration in weight percent and the blue line represents calcium 
concentration. Aside from calcium being heavily depleted within the weathering rind and iron 
being somewhat enriched relative to its abundance elsewhere in the rock, calcium and iron 
show enrichment trends similar in character but different in magnitude.  
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4.2. Principal Components Analysis Results 
 
Several principal components analyses were performed on the data collected with the 
handheld XRF. Five principal components were generated by the analysis of Fe, Ca, Mg, Al, and 
K. In the weight-percent analysis, the first component accounted for 78.2% of the total variance 
of the data set, while the second component accounted for an additional 15.7%, so that the first 
two principal components together accounted for a vast majority of all the observed variance in 
the dataset (93.9%).  The relationships between the different primary components in the analysis 
performed on the weight percent data is shown as a histogram in figure 12, and in a table format 
in table 1 and 2.  
 
 
 
 
Table 1 Summary of loadings for a PCA of weight percents for rock slices A-J. 
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Table 2. Table of each element’s contribution to the variance of each principal component. 
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The scatter plot in figure 13 confirms the correlation between aluminum and potassium 
seen earlier in the handheld XRF data. It also shows the dramatic disconnect between 
magnesium and calcium, corroborating petrographic evidence which shows that no carbonate 
minerals remain in the rock. Iron and calcium both load similarly, unto PC2, and off PC1, 
suggesting a relation that is unique between these two elements. 
  
Figure 12. Histogram of the component loadings for the weight percent values for Fe, Ca, Mg, 
Al, and K. 
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 A primary components analysis of the z-score normalized weight percents was also 
conducted, and the loadings are displayed in histogram format in figure 14, in scatter plot format 
in figure 15, and numerically in tables 3 and 4. While both reports are useful for exploring the 
large dataset collected by the handheld XRF, the z-score PCA complies more closely with the 
underlying assumption of normality required to run an accurate principal component analysis.  
Figure 13. Scatter plot of all XRF data points graphed relative to principal components one 
and two. Covariance between aluminum and potassium is excellent, likely due to the 
presence of phyllosilicates, while magnesium and calcium data clouds are differently 
oriented, suggesting that there is little to no relation between these elements. Iron and 
calcium both load unto PC2, but away from CP1, suggesting a relationship between these 
two elements. 
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Figure 14. Histogram for the amount of variance accounted for by each principal component 
when using normalized z-scores instead of raw weight percents.  
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Figure 15. Scatter plot of Z-score normalized XRF data principal component loadings. The Z-
score normalized XRF data shows a good correlation between aluminum and potassium, and a 
moderate correlation between iron and calcium, which corroborates trends seen in abundance 
vs. depth comparisons of the two elements. 
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4.3. Petrographic Investigation Results 
 
A thin section cut from a sample of the Dycedale syncline microbiolite was characterized 
as a poorly sorted, subangular, very fine grained litharenite with early micaceous cements 
(mainly sericite) rimming nearly all grains, but with the majority of the matrix being 
microcrystalline quartz. The tufted laminations of the microbial mats were readily visible, both 
in plane polarized light and to the naked eye. Smaller grain sizes were clustered closer to the 
mat, with larger grain sizes becoming prevalent at distances approximately 1 mm away from the 
mat. Grain sorting was worse near the mat: the area within 1 mm of the mat was very poorly 
sorted, with the areas greater than 1 mm away from the mat being moderately sorted.  Grains 
Table 3. Summary of loadings for a PCA of z-scores for rock slices A-J. 
 
Table 4. Summary of loadings for each elemental variable.  The uniquely strong loadings 
of magnesium z-scores unto PC4 illustrates how the element is poorly correlated with all 
other studied elements, making an alkalinity driven early dolomite model less plausible.  
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within 1 mm of a mat were also more sharply faceted, being angular whereas grains greater than 
1 mm away from the mat were subangular.  
 
 
As seen in figure 16, virtually all grains in the thin section, regardless of mineralogy, 
were rimmed with highly birefringent bands of sericite. In areas with gaps larger than .01 mm 
between clasts, chert has filled the remaining void space between initial sericite linings. In areas 
with gaps less than .01 mm and around the rims of almost all clasts, the original clay matrix is 
Figure 16. Wide field of view microscopy photo of groundmass of Moodies tidalite.  This 
photomicrograph was taken in cross polarized light at 4x magnification. A suspected microbial 
mat bisects the midsection of the slide horizontally, entraining many opaque minerals. 
Subangular quartz grains exhibiting undulatory extinction dominate the groundmass, making 
up 60% of all grains. Highly birefringent rings of clay particles surround most clasts in the 
rock, revealing an original clay cement that was replaced by microcrystalline quartz.  
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preserved. Due to the highly silica supersaturated ocean chemistry of the Paleoarchean, this 
replacement may have occurred during early diagenesis, and before deep burial and total 
lithification or even at the same time as clay deposition. 
The majority of quartz grains exhibit undulatory extinction due to high dislocation 
densities. Despite this, there are no other signs of regional metamorphism such as foliation or 
alignment of grains.  
 
Figure 17. Microscopy photo of opaque minerals entrained by a microbial mat in plane 
polarized light.  The plane polarized light and 4x magnification of this photomicrograph 
illustrate the clustering of opaque minerals and smaller grain sizes closer to the two suspected 
microbial mat structures. 
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Opaque minerals are present in the rock in low concentrations totaling three percent of all 
grains. The opaque minerals are heavily concentrated in the microbial mats and are scarce 
elsewhere, as shown in figures 17, 18, and 19. Pyrite constitutes two-thirds (66%) of the opaque 
mineral assemblage, with goethite and rutile making up the remainder. Like other grains 
concentrated around the microbial mat structures, the opaque minerals are significantly smaller 
than the average grain in the rest of the slide. The opaque minerals, especially pyrite, are 
surrounded by highly birefringent clays. 
Figure 18 Microscopy photo of opaque minerals entrained by a microbial mat in reflected 
light. Shown in reflected light. Note the high concentration of pyrite within the microbial 
mat. 4x illumination. 
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Figure 19. 10x power microscopy photo of pyrite entrained on microbial mat. The brassy 
shine of pyrite is clearly visible. Pyrite is highly concentrated in the mats relative to the whole 
rock. 
 
Table 5. Summary of the sample’s constituent minerals. 
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4.4. µXRF Investigation Results 
µXRF analysis of the same thin section that was studied petrographically confirmed the trend 
of pyrite enrichment within the microbial mats. Locations scanned in the analysis are shown in 
figure 20. Although sulfur was rarely detected by the instrument due to oxidation of the sample 
and the low atomic weight of the element, bands of iron concentration correlated to microbial 
mats matched areas of abundant pyrite seen in thin section. 
 
 
Figure 20. The µXRF scanning area for the 100 µm resolution scan (left) and 10 µm resolution 
scan (right). The 10 µm scan area was selected due to a high concentration of opaque minerals 
in a microbial mat in that portion of the thin section.  
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The µXRF image in figure 21 also shows a fine-grained iron ‘haze’ of chamosite lining the 
mat and coarser iron bearing particles distributed more stochastically in abiotic sections of the 
rock. This conforms to expectations about the mat’s effect on the flow regime and subsequent 
deposition in areas proximal to the vertical tufts and sticky EPS membranes of the mat.  
Figure 21. µXRF 512x512mm image shot at 100µm resolution. White pixels represent 
iron grains. The twinned band of iron enrichment transecting the center of the image 
corresponds to the location of a microbial mat. Another area of iron enrichment is seen in 
the lower right corner, this also corresponds with a microbial mat.  
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The 10 µm ‘close up’ scan shown in figure 22 reveals that although iron and titanium are 
both highly concentrated around the mat laminations, they are not superimposed, indicating that 
the two metals are present in separate grains, it this case pyrite and rutile. 
Figure 22. Detail on iron and titanium grains in µXRF scan. Iron (red) and titanium (green) 
bearing grains are highly concentrated in the microbial laminae. Yellow pixels (not present) 
would indicate areas were both metals are present. Green clusters are rutile, and red clusters 
are pyrite. 
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A µXRF analysis  false color image shown in figure 23 demonstrates that aluminum and 
potassium are concentrated in the clay matrix surrounding grains and are generally co-located, 
which suggests the presence of aluminophyllosilicates bearing both aluminum and potassium, 
such as muscovite or sericite. However, in the microbial mat section, areas with a paucity of 
either element are often rimmed with a pure aluminum areolae, indicating that chamosite was 
deposited on these grains by authigenesis of the EPS that was binding the grains into the mat 
surface. This process, built up areas in the clay matrix that are free of potassium.  
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Figure 23. Focus on aluminum and potassium grains in µXRF scan. Aluminum (red) and 
potassium (green) are abundant in the clay matrix surrounding grains in both the microbial 
laminae and in abiotic sections of the sample. Rims around areas of low Al/K concentration 
show the presence of aluminum, but are depleted in potassium, indicating the presence of 
chamosite, a bio-alterational product of pyrite that contains aluminum, but not potassium.  
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5. DISCUSSION 
 
Experimental results, especially the µXRF evidence, show that iron-cycling microbial 
communities existed in the tidal flats of the Moodies group during the Paleoarchean. The 
experimental results also show that these iron cycling communities left behind chemical and 
mineralogical markers which can be used to identify laminated and tufted mat-like sedimentary 
structures as biotic in origin.  The results show that these life-signatures are not preserved as 
carbonate minerals and may therefore be more resistant to subsequent alteration and dissolution 
than would be the case if they were carbonate. Interestingly, the unique hydraulic, biological, and 
chemical interactions which allow the iron-cycling life signatures to be detected billions of years 
later may also have been associated with previously underappreciated environmental constraints 
on the photoferrotrophic metabolism during the Paleoarchean.  
Petrographic examination of the thin section yielded two important findings. Firstly, that 
there were no carbonate minerals present in the rock, nullifying the ‘alkalinity engine’ possibility 
of the biological premise, and secondly, that iron-bearing opaque minerals, most importantly 
pyrite, were concentrated in or immediately adjacent to suspected mats at a ratio of at least 5:1 
relative to the abiotic regions of the sample. This conforms to expectations derived from 
previous work by Jian Gong where microbial tufts preferentially traps smaller, denser grains 
such as pyrite (Gong, 2015).  
Once pyrite grains were hydraulically sequestered unto the microbial mat surface, ferric 
iron generated by photoferrotrophy oxidized the outer surfaces of the pyrite grains. When pyrite 
is oxidized by ferric iron in this manner, the reaction generates sulfate and dramatically reduces 
the pH of the system (Smith and Wildeman, 2003). 
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 45," + 144502 + 8!"# → 1545"2 + 2,#-"/ + 16!2 
 
Although the oxidation of pyrite by ferric iron increases the concentration of ferrous 
iron, and thereby may locally increase the efficiency of photoferrotrophy, the more profound 
effect of the reaction in the Paleoarchean may have been in the liberation of sulfate, which was 
six times less abundant in the Paleoarchean world ocean than today’s. Additionally, the yield of 
16 moles of hydronium for each pyrite molecule oxidized would have eliminated a great deal of 
microbially driven alkalinity and may explain why no carbonate minerals are observed in the 
rock.  
As the Moodies photoferrotrophs gradually dissolved entrained pyrite grains by 
oxidizing them with ferric iron, the interstitial waters surrounding the pyrite grain would have 
become a locus for the precipitation of iron rich, poorly ordered, amorphous authigenic minerals 
building up from nucleation sites on the microbial EPS and possibly the cell walls themselves. 
This phenomenon has been observed under laboratory conditions (Urrutia and Beveridge, 1994). 
Cations such as ferrous iron (from the pyrite) and calcium (from any dissolved carbonates, or the 
breakdown of plagioclase) are electrostatically attracted to anionic functional groups such as 
phosphoryl and carboxyl in the cell walls and EPS secretions of the microbes populating the mat 
(Beveridge and Fyfe, 1985). As these cations continue to accrue on the negatively-charged EPS, 
the EPS surface becomes supersaturated in the dissolved metals (Warren and Ferris, 1998)  and 
precipitation of precursor clay mineral phases chemically distinct from the systems’ 
allochthonous clay minerals begins (Konhauser and Urrutia, 1999). Furthermore, studies 
conducted on epilithic bacteria in modern, freshwater environments with far lower dissolved iron 
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concentrations and putatively higher oxygen levels than a Paleoarchean tidal flat show that these 
anionic surfaces encourage the precipitation of a gel-like, amorphous precipitate similar in 
composition to chamositic clay which matches XRF observations made within the Moodies 
crinklies (Konhauser et al., 1994). 
When plotted in a ternary diagram bounded by iron, aluminum, and potassium 
endmembers the handheld XRF data collected shows that at nearly every sampling site, the ratio 
of these three elements plots on a tie line of increasing chamositic character, as seen in figure 23. 
Although the handheld XRF is limited by its spot resolution (2 mm) this ‘whole rock’ trend 
shows that a baseline aluminophyllosilicate of non-ferric composition is present in the cement of 
the rock, except for in certain regions where the potassium contribution to the clay was 
increasingly replaced by iron, becoming more chamositic in character. 
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Figure 24. Ternary diagram of phyllosilicate composition. This plot shows the variable 
composition of phyllosilicates revealed by this experiment. A trend of increasingly chamositic 
(iron-rich biotite endmember) character is apparent, reflecting the biologically mediated 
authigenesis of chamosite clays within the microbial mats, against a ‘background signal’ of 
the allochthonous, detrital phyllosilicates deposited in the Moodies Group tidal flats through 
abiotic geological processes.  
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This increasingly chamositic composition was a direct result of interactions between 
calcium and ferrous iron, and the  anionic EPS anionic groups that may have been accelerated by 
the oxidation of pyrite and subsequent concentration of reduced iron near the EPS. As such, the 
resultant chamosite is concentrated in the areas where pyrite and ferric iron were concentrated, 
namely, the suspected microbial mat. This is visually demonstrated in the µXRF scan in Figure 
12, where aluminum (red pixels) and potassium (green pixels) are well associated throughout the 
matrix sections of the sample, but not around opaque mineral grains, which are banded by purely 
red rims, as would be expected for a Fe-Al phyllosilicate lacking potassium, such as chamosite. 
These areas correspond to regions closer to the chamosite endmember in the ternary diagram in 
figure 23, and are what form the trend toward increasingly chamositic composition in the rock, 
rather than a mixture of exclusively either aluminum and potassium rich clay mineral 
endmembers. These regions preserve a uniquely identifiable biomarker: the production of 
autochthonous chamosite around the trapped pyrite grains.  
The principal components analysis of the studied elements also supports the theory that 
increasing chamosite deposition within the clay matrix corresponds to microbial activity. As 
shown in figure 14, the iron and calcium eigenvectors are uniquely associated on a PC1/PC2 
plot, with both of them loading stronger onto the second principal component, and not on the 
first primary component. No other pair of elements demonstrates this trend, and the correlative 
relationship between the two elements may be due their mutual attraction to anionic 2- functional 
groups in the microbial cell walls and EPSs. 
All results and especially petrography demonstrate that a majority of the matrix area in 
the rock has been infilled by chert. The timing of this silicification relative to the deposition of 
the rims of clay minerals around the larger grains is uncertain, however it may have occurred 
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quite rapidly: nearly syndepositionally. Although some studies have shown that microbial 
sheaths and capsules facilitate authigenic chert deposition, this study did not find any distinction 
between chert within suspected microbial mats, and chert in abiotic strata that would be useful as 
a bioindicator. It is possible that given the levels of silica supersaturation predicted in this 
paleoenvironment, the catalyzing effect of microbes on chert deposition is too minor to be 
observed above the rapid ‘background’ silica precipitation. 
While clay minerals were widespread throughout the rock, primarily in the form of 
sericite as a minor component of the matrix but also in occasional muscovite lathes, the ‘clay 
deposition model’ where illite deposition controls iron’s distribution throughout the rock is not 
well supported by the evidence. µXRF and petrographic lines of evidence both show that iron is 
concentrated in the microbial mats in the form of trapped pyrite grains, not illite clays, and 
primary components analyses show that aluminum and potassium are highly related to each 
other, but poorly related to iron in general, indicating that iron concentrations in the rock are not 
due to illite clays. While a small amount of the total iron budget in the rock is accounted for by 
chamosite clays in the mat layers and associated with pyrites, these clays are authigenic and 
biologically mediated, therefore they do not support an abiotic clay deposition premise.  
Likewise, the alterational or neomorphic model is not supported by the evidence 
collected in this experiment. Although iron concentrations do decrease in abundance 
symmetrically above and below the mat surfaces, as predicted in a neomorphic model, this is due 
to two factors: the superabundance of pyrite entrained on ancient mat surfaces due to hydraulic 
sorting, and biocatalyzed dissolution/reprecipitation tails of authigenic chamosite clay which 
decrease in abundance away from pyrite grains. However, while these two phenomenon exhibit 
the same spatial profile of iron concentrations expected in the neomorphic model, they are due to 
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the biologically mediated capture, dissolution, and remineralization of iron in the form of first 
pyrite, then chamosite, not due to the preferential flow of hydrothermal waters along mat 
surfaces sometime after deposition, lithification, and burial.  
The Mars 2020 rover’s PIXL (Planetary Instrument for X-Ray Lithochemistry) device 
will be able to detect the characteristic ‘iron haze’ of microbially mediated authigenic chamosite 
layers in a way that previous rover flight instruments, such as the AXPS (Alpha Particle X-Ray 
Spectrometer) could not. The Pathfinder, Spirit/Freedom, and Curiosity rover missions flew to 
Mars with successively upgraded APXS instruments capable of making chemical abundance 
observations on rock exposures by measuring the emission spectra generated by a curium 
sample. Unfortunately, the most sophisticated of the instruments (onboard Curiosity) has a spot 
diameter of 1.7 cm when the collector is physically in contact with the sample, the best case 
scenario. This spot diameter is nearly an order of magnitude larger than that of the Bruker Tracer 
device used in this experiment, which itself was found to be too imprecise for direct observations 
of the spatial distribution of iron and was relegated primarily to collecting data for the principal 
components analysis. (Gellert, n.d.) The PIXL instrument is considerably more precise. With a 
beam width of 0.12 mm, PIXL is more comparable to the µXRF instrument than the hand-held 
XRF, and is capable of generating elemental maps of sufficient resolution to identify the ‘iron 
haze’ of authigenic chamosite in target rocks. 
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6. CONCLUSION 
 
Petrographic, µXRF, and XRF data collected from Paleoarchean ‘crinklies’ of the 
Moodies Group in the Dycedale syncline, South Africa show that Archean microbial mat 
communities left behind a distinct chemical and mineralogical marker which serves as 
conclusive evidence for the presence of life. This marker is the deposition of authigenic 
chamosite clay in proximity to detrital pyrite grains entrained within the tufted, ‘crinkly’ laminae 
left behind by the mat. µXRF examination and principal components analyses both show that the 
chamosite clay is found strictly in association with the pyrite grains entrapped by the microbial 
mats. The fact that chamosite is not found universally throughout the samples studied, but only 
adjacent to the pyrite grains entrained within areas already suspected as mats due to their crinkly 
laminations, higher density grains, and comparatively poorer sorting is what makes the 
pyrite/chamosite correlation a useful astrobiological indicator of biomineralization.  
The close spatial association of pyrite and chamosite would not be expected in an 
abiotic, anoxic system. Firstly, no abiotic process active during the Paleoarchean possess 
oxidative power comparable to photoferrotrophy or oxygenic photosynthesis. Without this 
oxidative power, the pyrite would not be reduced in the first place. Secondly, no abiotic process 
could both baffle sediments, preferentially trapping finer and denser grains like pyrite, and also 
preferentially sorb bivalent cations unto anionic nucleation sites surrounding the same trapped 
grains. As such, pyrite grains socketed by rims of chamosite clay can be used as a diagnostic 
‘proof of life’ in anoxic environments, both on Earth, and elsewhere.  
Future studies seeking to develop this astrobiological tool further should compare the surfaces of 
pyrite grains within the crinkly mat laminae and those within unlaminated sections of the 
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groundmass. Additionally, stable isotope analysis comparing the 18O content of chert fill in 
laminated versus unlaminated sections would be useful in ascertaining if microbial sheaths and 
capsules with the EPS left behind a distinct fractionation signature in the resulting cherts. 
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APPENDIX 
-  
ID mm Rind Fe_Wt_% Fe_Z_Score Ca_Wt_% Ca_Z_Score Mg_Wt_% Mg_Z_Score Al_Wt_% Al_Z_Score K_Wt_% K_Z_Score
A 0 Yes 0.77780361 7.07374801 0.369999157 -6.76421572 2.815543503 15.44724088 2.974207929 -4.843652235 2.440509081 -5.284739352
A 3 Yes 0.643730527 4.869815789 0.314189647 -7.001480429 1.892212346 8.409128602 4.021154412 2.636347825 3.459530851 1.381185139
A 6 Yes 0.423537562 1.250219971 0.262145039 -7.222739292 1.510510527 5.499598006 3.533278254 -0.84932575 3.274782368 0.172654098
A 9 Yes 0.593512749 4.044321392 0.282868426 -7.134637312 1.970776105 9.007982605 3.206098823 -3.186887607 2.912352503 -2.198178581
A 12 Yes 0.86358726 8.483884535 0.323434362 -6.962178085 1.914707158 8.580595806 3.23502606 -2.980214448 3.053912481 -1.272164877
A 17 Yes 0.172783399 -2.871749691 0.398737497 -6.64203952 1.368821949 4.419573671 3.401229536 -1.792759279 2.99011165 -1.68951761
A 20 Yes 0.247744222 -1.639521943 1.878366749 -0.351645572 1.065258412 2.105653856 3.625772918 -0.188489593 3.2537036 0.03476747
A 23 No 0.425436803 1.281440246 2.967779595 4.279809205 0.996663402 1.582786871 3.565188996 -0.621336685 3.097882811 -0.984533239
A 26 No 0.448660925 1.663205092 3.333084136 5.832839785 0.597131046 -1.462657396 3.314608532 -2.411630567 2.893011921 -2.324694878
A 29 No 0.533991056 3.065886535 2.683131963 3.069677858 0.868243095 0.603900222 3.927800986 1.969376164 3.313444256 0.425560593
A 32 No 0.338402382 -0.149256813 2.692363472 3.108924062 0.645243152 -1.095921799 3.865201537 1.522128969 3.460982733 1.390682611
A 35 No 0.182146478 -2.717836678 2.479330938 2.20325221 0.609488574 -1.368461866 3.535224326 -0.835421873 3.355428371 0.700199416
A 38 No 0 -5.712013318 1.352025293 -2.589297409 0.704252017 -0.646125416 3.579594095 -0.518418203 3.430237496 1.189562836
A 41 No 0 -5.712013318 0.5669746 -5.926807883 0.909337208 0.917141014 3.485477702 -1.190840947 3.701074865 2.961243785
A 44 No 0.095769839 -4.137720936 1.79612086 -0.701300082 0.669740405 -0.90919094 3.068022636 -4.173384917 3.067810705 -1.181249731
A 47 No 0.256647863 -1.493161306 1.740230866 -0.938906955 0.607078367 -1.386833722 3.489313864 -1.163433153 3.25874621 0.067753672
A 51 No 0.340705254 -0.111401543 1.747624226 -0.907475336 0.705212785 -0.638801937 3.532395403 -0.855633357 3.203832478 -0.291464159
A 53 No 0.473852706 2.077314898 1.886671944 -0.31633744 0.671567692 -0.895262404 4.147376767 3.538154399 3.494971338 1.613018855
A 56 No 0.099367133 -4.078587571 0.767079095 -5.076097405 0.731178583 -0.440877065 3.988156037 2.400588069 3.632092113 2.509993542
A 59 No 0.406210244 0.965388484 2.324910016 1.546757731 0.606002259 -1.395036381 3.601665956 -0.360723877 3.2263473 -0.144183597
A 62 No 0.658716897 5.116166082 3.438844254 6.282461071 0.652832531 -1.038071588 3.127964362 -3.745126045 2.607476347 -4.192524032
A 65 No 0.423818821 1.254843383 3.602210705 6.976985954 0.575678154 -1.62618254 3.449853427 -1.445361674 2.662948445 -3.829653653
A 68 No 0.596522705 4.093799912 5.275907898 14.09242699 0.52246383 -2.031809911 3.115915249 -3.831211984 2.418047426 -5.431672128
A 71 No 0.816954275 7.717318004 4.315189758 10.00809602 0.702924315 -0.656245848 2.830916534 -5.867410051 2.364452401 -5.782263648
A 74 No 0.361221033 0.225842789 3.491227342 6.505158927 0.645437699 -1.094438861 2.795035636 -6.123764239 2.581130254 -4.364866833
A 77 No 0.61126533 4.336143456 3.67077068 7.268457114 0.695161773 -0.715415999 3.049971784 -4.302350792 2.598335746 -4.25231722
A 80 No 0.346075654 -0.023121349 3.167953634 5.130815339 0.714490434 -0.56808285 2.745011636 -6.48116505 2.34565282 -5.905240987
A 83 No 0.090649257 -4.221894547 1.974403138 0.056636922 0.442875782 -2.638471575 2.790281191 -6.157732785 2.551194785 -4.560689521
A 86 No 0.00954261 -5.555149124 1.011115311 -4.038618636 0.745949654 -0.328284245 3.641787476 -0.07407219 3.311768188 0.414596607
A 89 No 0 -5.712013318 1.076042996 -3.762589545 0.720624617 -0.521324904 3.352320122 -2.142196838 3.173935017 -0.487038214
A 92 No 0.231840682 -1.900948952 1.715331227 -1.044763568 0.72615933 -0.479136435 3.233387348 -2.991922369 2.832042269 -2.723527473
A 95 No 0.371523778 0.395202301 2.261774524 1.278347847 0.770306562 -0.142623178 3.12927083 -3.735791875 2.76387555 -3.169439634
A 98 No 0.551369254 3.351554392 3.061181984 4.676893694 0.570293965 -1.667223644 3.073340053 -4.135394167 2.586910474 -4.327055563
A 101 No 0.55608663 3.429099982 4.03498267 8.816842895 0.516543462 -2.076938049 3.036432125 -4.399086063 2.842211003 -2.657008763
A 104 No 0.578274356 3.793828269 3.40836875 6.15289961 0.641006928 -1.128212507 3.773936371 0.870077067 3.422888313 1.141488206
A 106 No 0.337116924 -0.170387546 2.40297849 1.878652671 0.589326079 -1.522150932 4.296049738 4.600361355 4.041579005 5.188649468
A 108 No 0.140162343 -3.407984067 0.596956609 -5.799344434 1.248164001 3.499855776 4.383606625 5.225919136 4.013378468 5.004175834
A 110 No 0.057287874 -4.770298627 0.828494506 -4.815000156 0.756099387 -0.25091768 4.792275767 8.145691309 4.469283634 7.986476605
A 113 No 0.262052015 -1.404326295 0.435621688 -6.485232608 1.066560172 2.11557655 5.252824963 11.43612503 4.72055925 9.630194464
A 116 No 0.391455907 0.72285242 0.071740016 -8.0322141 0.895378433 0.81073994 5.629469837 14.12709703 5.075777735 11.95385395
A 119 No 0.409563077 1.020503321 0.070412848 -8.037856333 0.905259199 0.886056302 5.400399979 12.49048754 4.744756709 9.788481991
A 122 No 0.327650546 -0.325998618 0.298540719 -7.068009204 0.834186859 0.344305812 4.995542967 9.597951466 4.577028088 8.69128627
A 125 No 0.298628675 -0.803068549 0.318740264 -6.982134251 1.014379912 1.717831361 4.787244204 8.109742866 4.607125129 8.888165875
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ID mm Rind Fe_Wt_% Fe_Z_Score Ca_Wt_% Ca_Z_Score Mg_Wt_% Mg_Z_Score Al_Wt_% Al_Z_Score K_Wt_% K_Z_Score
B 0 Yes 0.679735598 5.461677592 0.616959127 -5.714307105 2.44948419 12.65694563 3.327369071 -2.320461787 2.815633518 -2.830865213
B 3 Yes 0.582379857 3.861315686 0.691336423 -5.398104589 0.909976119 0.922011126 4.201787978 3.926900022 3.838992913 3.863433824
B 6 Yes 0.567080158 3.609814785 0.406321716 -6.609796494 0.911868575 0.936436413 3.964355943 2.230546234 3.464745907 1.41529939
B 9 Yes 0.828560286 7.908100981 0.43597538 -6.483728947 0.985238726 1.495702023 3.457313102 -1.392065375 3.045205013 -1.329124726
B 12 Yes 0.741146209 6.471163022 0.47726834 -6.308178898 1.456183118 5.085486121 3.214276447 -3.128461863 2.985767013 -1.717938026
B 15 Yes 0.629268644 4.632087162 0.314360397 -7.000754517 2.198831658 10.74634112 2.861157639 -5.651349849 2.691259607 -3.644456367
B 18 Yes 0.397169558 0.816775076 0.489870047 -6.254604872 1.649628726 6.560029572 3.478200795 -1.242831439 3.282778788 0.224962629
B 21 Yes 0.118874294 -3.757923194 1.67423455 -1.21947915 0.82368731 0.264272763 3.688596812 0.260361171 3.294325514 0.300495466
B 24 Yes 0.418901178 1.174005738 2.728675416 3.263298158 0.593824107 -1.487864612 3.551703305 -0.717686375 3.08647776 -1.059139309
B 27 Yes 0.49945065 2.498101316 3.549533088 6.753035962 0.738428108 -0.385617399 3.285980087 -2.616168979 2.805822607 -2.895043224
B 31 Yes 0.552622304 3.372152386 2.815069314 3.630587231 0.853792284 0.493748596 3.5077344 -1.031826035 2.899868326 -2.279843744
B 34 No 0.319593795 -0.45843782 1.633110652 -1.394310462 1.449993145 5.038302912 3.426678761 -1.610935082 2.983765281 -1.731032344
B 37 No 0 -5.712013318 1.451102741 -2.168086366 0.595995319 -1.471314498 3.635130119 -0.121636254 3.556770723 2.017279146
B 40 No 0 -5.712013318 1.168479028 -3.369613364 0.761847775 -0.207100469 3.550780034 -0.72428276 3.89157246 4.207382601
B 43 No 0 -5.712013318 0.865345934 -4.65833253 0.592026593 -1.501566204 3.923115518 1.935900437 4.003131572 4.937145827
B 46 No 0.264000303 -1.372299773 1.919229033 -0.177926471 0.613553795 -1.337474627 3.539281204 -0.806437155 3.266374545 0.117654377
B 49 No 0.347001567 -0.007900911 2.25017073 1.229016275 0.669387105 -0.911883982 3.01067649 -4.583099434 2.622176481 -4.096363202
B 52 No 0.217891303 -2.13025288 2.114253948 0.651189028 0.630331087 -1.209589346 3.32466665 -2.33976947 2.899738264 -2.280694547
B 55 No 0.286650888 -0.999962876 1.953066804 -0.034070901 1.045346166 1.953872319 4.110499616 3.274682395 3.508857011 1.703851898
B 58 No 0.081190872 -4.377374218 1.071915217 -3.780138101 1.015475103 1.726179479 3.826378916 1.24475738 3.450380588 1.321328745
B 61 No 0.039658908 -5.060088689 1.563806308 -1.688946177 0.828781962 0.303106862 3.689744305 0.26855954 3.458518995 1.374566085
B 64 No 0.443145783 1.572545592 3.222801692 5.363992593 0.705941835 -0.633244737 3.199730159 -3.232389075 3.066699674 -1.188517533
B 67 No 0.569390001 3.647784664 3.882403204 8.168177057 0.752801723 -0.276054202 3.088228096 -4.029025247 2.562239139 -4.488442944
B 70 No 0.712648052 6.002702045 4.481743786 10.71617235 0.631113743 -1.203623531 2.657844111 -7.103941004 2.188464847 -6.933485125
B 73 No 0.675686234 5.39511297 4.891327087 12.4574466 0.706455827 -0.629326822 2.811560278 -6.005702498 2.599802197 -4.242724437
B 76 No 0.483303614 2.232671668 4.058122689 8.91521878 0.668705943 -0.91707615 2.766792961 -6.325546486 2.6208636 -4.104951405
B 79 No 0.196462899 -2.482499197 2.266995105 1.300542265 1.023861529 1.790105196 2.777635854 -6.248078493 2.692827346 -3.634201011
B 82 No 0 -5.712013318 1.865861745 -0.404808487 0.768000325 -0.160202519 2.963794934 -4.91804878 2.943687735 -1.993199356
B 85 No 0.171091417 -2.899562991 2.048929101 0.373471469 0.826995208 0.289487293 2.758196976 -6.386961242 2.677326887 -3.735597164
B 88 No 0.082921627 -4.348923565 1.206303658 -3.208808333 1.319438182 4.043144806 3.118058215 -3.815901373 3.123423225 -0.81746078
B 91 No 0.099397475 -4.078088794 1.185949142 -3.295342124 1.074977407 2.179737115 2.968066313 -4.88753154 3.042604808 -1.34613395
B 93 No 0.124460541 -3.666094854 1.883805711 -0.328522744 1.081005174 2.225683901 3.26987952 -2.731200879 3.164383466 -0.549519626
B 95 No 0.320676537 -0.440639399 2.426083962 1.976881684 0.940077147 1.151456882 2.602110803 -7.502132461 2.390874957 -5.60942066
B 98 No 0.50915896 2.657689338 3.291374353 5.655517686 0.753901191 -0.267673477 2.412451458 -8.857170123 2.185578373 -6.952366971
B 101 No 0.807045231 7.554430265 4.285770427 9.8830247 0.615077202 -1.325862423 2.77558062 -6.262762293 2.53841286 -4.644302397
B 104 No 0.69840911 5.768638195 3.565568423 6.82120748 0.655648101 -1.016609846 3.733984457 0.584637145 3.405444641 1.027380536
B 106 No 0.299656827 -0.786167492 1.787939241 -0.736082857 0.851764615 0.478292645 4.342599271 4.932938535 4.136010201 5.806370543
B 109 No 0.124888465 -3.65906051 0.917636033 -4.436030005 0.800749058 0.089425427 4.431105402 5.565278269 4.297475955 6.862597753
B 112 No 0.29567337 -0.851648715 0.845127452 -4.744287993 1.139856573 2.67428 4.674163712 7.301829475 4.455823564 7.89842764
B 115 No 0.329930988 -0.288512054 0.206366212 -7.459873558 1.037177911 1.891609617 5.405998321 12.53048538 4.81635723 10.25685634
B 118 No 0.329381731 -0.297540892 0.068408692 -8.046376662 1.267300488 3.645724072 5.123772058 10.51409534 4.550737194 8.519304553
B 121 No 0.356631271 0.150394942 0.086144599 -7.970975448 1.101497126 2.381884258 4.987145794 9.537957135 4.332102307 7.08910582
B 124 No 0.276543724 -1.166107378 0.40631682 -6.609817309 0.794233346 0.039759265 4.656271477 7.173996847 4.221320756 6.364429
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ID mm Rind Fe_Wt_% Fe_Z_Score Ca_Wt_% Ca_Z_Score Mg_Wt_% Mg_Z_Score Al_Wt_% Al_Z_Score K_Wt_% K_Z_Score
C 0 Yes 0.674601216 5.37727713 0.178574064 -7.578027183 1.2529075 3.536013202 3.800099657 1.057002931 3.219408406 -0.189574328
C 3 Yes 0.483638082 2.238169752 0.111224107 -7.864354153 0.828998892 0.304760413 4.652154063 7.144579624 4.058502982 5.299357555
C 6 Yes 0.591837261 4.01677923 0.100498138 -7.909953802 1.018370332 1.748248428 4.383374923 5.224263723 3.668351692 2.747185353
C 9 Yes 0.667935843 5.267709785 0.116639906 -7.841329799 1.100924137 2.377516644 3.748055526 0.685169118 3.240443856 -0.051971062
C 12 Yes 0.796706887 7.384485568 0.154620764 -7.679860595 1.193928224 3.086442358 3.783843312 0.940858062 3.341888779 0.611630263
C 15 Yes 0.588812028 3.967049576 0.150451932 -7.697583681 1.086876287 2.270436592 3.619523214 -0.233141143 3.256026125 0.04996025
C 18 Yes 0.118612365 -3.762228869 1.270219257 -2.937081956 0.650888748 -1.052888117 3.917114107 1.893022834 3.433288895 1.209523547
C 21 Yes 0.410903101 1.042531032 2.254557911 1.247667635 0.811778226 0.173495504 3.921347477 1.92326851 3.637138576 2.543004952
C 24 No 0.484548361 2.253133167 2.886209497 3.933027706 0.689064856 -0.761889883 4.219492762 4.053393388 3.516618769 1.754625392
C 28 No 0.593971771 4.051866923 3.072425324 4.724692857 0.6012613 -1.431174446 3.6441726 -0.057031466 3.0445295 -1.333543585
C 31 No 0.552386712 3.36827967 2.812733953 3.620658838 0.548010619 -1.837078945 3.289794138 -2.588919162 2.732221477 -3.376504554
C 34 No 0.434868332 1.43647845 3.595087276 6.946701898 0.506152109 -2.156146364 3.243674544 -2.918424605 2.751419929 -3.250917998
C 37 No 0 -5.951020705 2.100401851 0.592299175 0.540161772 -1.896906955 4.104598091 3.232518437 3.832934965 3.823805798
C 40 No 0 -8.944797476 0.51071474 -6.165987176 0.637584258 -1.154301891 3.754316473 0.729900999 4.020028805 5.047678974
C 43 No 0 -10.70051027 0.555553467 -5.975362898 0.694855915 -0.717747406 3.918005179 1.899389175 4.282562798 6.765043432
C 46 No 0 -8.479487361 1.213081076 -3.179995286 0.614937166 -1.326929852 4.038948526 2.763479415 4.259177907 6.612071316
C 47 No 0.207754661 -2.296881943 1.372070074 -2.504080405 0.680393249 -0.827989403 3.888931192 1.69166755 3.728173266 3.138507802
C 49 No 0.161112122 -3.063605524 1.947375788 -0.058265293 0.512883778 -2.104834067 3.689608465 0.267589016 3.452217842 1.333347132
C 51 No 0.242515655 -1.725470643 2.379415095 1.778476872 0.508303362 -2.139748389 3.485969454 -1.187327578 3.203014526 -0.296814785
C 53 No 0.373667071 0.430434375 2.744276357 3.329622926 0.52112813 -2.041991315 3.812428156 1.145084961 3.362848012 0.748734957
C 54 No 0.322953904 -0.40320337 2.702810229 3.153336683 0.681168947 -0.822076626 4.03817853 2.757978116 3.470792426 1.454852661
C 55 No 0.290325725 -0.939554843 2.443341517 2.050249262 0.599814373 -1.442203677 4.287387439 4.538472805 3.692308239 2.903896953
C 58 No 0.200739087 -2.41220598 2.016884209 0.237238023 0.581762726 -1.579802755 3.941048778 2.064026168 3.551104855 1.980215908
C 61 No 0.390682269 0.710135133 3.428643266 6.239093295 0.444246821 -2.628020801 3.634250017 -0.127924221 3.245905161 -0.01624597
C 64 No 0.490650999 2.353450116 3.829443076 7.943026013 0.480153207 -2.354323576 3.329485069 -2.305343856 2.647372544 -3.931543316
C 67 No 0.675845593 5.397732558 4.80512393 12.09096843 0.49731917 -2.223475642 2.710023645 -6.731139794 2.553613727 -4.544866026
C 70 No 0.765494808 6.871412362 5.526921897 15.15957062 0.507853361 -2.143178532 3.150315613 -3.585435596 2.705486214 -3.551393109
C 73 No 0.696198305 5.732296334 4.553474308 11.02112255 0.506094513 -2.156585392 3.096160927 -3.972348448 2.666263319 -3.807969425
C 76 No 0.622711973 4.524306707 5.232616747 13.90838197 0.521481169 -2.039300266 2.494782184 -8.268951102 2.592937542 -4.287629534
C 79 No 0.633254266 4.697603975 4.720683977 11.73198623 0.457843586 -2.524379156 2.828770852 -5.882740058 2.543640175 -4.610107949
C 82 No 0.504344141 2.578541947 3.153991153 5.071456207 0.553029481 -1.798822555 3.245331039 -2.906589631 2.763450812 -3.172218051
C 85 No 0.257993107 -1.471047797 2.41601767 1.934086542 0.612855719 -1.342795725 3.503422347 -1.062633869 3.233202739 -0.099338781
C 88 No 0.209866858 -2.262161044 1.322992906 -2.712723699 0.643478664 -1.109371649 3.491012739 -1.151295392 3.368968041 0.788769085
C 91 No 0.361356257 0.228065638 2.234200159 1.16112009 0.605379943 -1.399779997 3.410982337 -1.723079546 3.302049807 0.351023877
C 94 No 0.51581117 2.767040304 2.860789189 3.824957561 0.531497041 -1.962954055 3.146074581 -3.615736014 2.796487061 -2.956111639
C 97 No 0.731248863 6.308467578 4.192939968 9.488371678 0.509945321 -2.127232526 3.586844188 -0.466619282 3.197454485 -0.333185761
C 100 No 0.757683208 6.743003016 4.723542279 11.74413782 0.516430182 -2.077801528 3.783623036 0.939284284 3.274041392 0.167807008
C 102 No 0.595177388 4.071685201 3.750967839 7.609401792 0.614464077 -1.330535983 4.114778092 3.305250334 3.68849842 2.878975048
C 104 No 0.595177388 4.071685201 3.750967839 7.609401792 0.614464077 -1.330535983 4.114778092 3.305250334 3.68849842 2.878975048
C 107 No 0.381986617 0.567193473 1.167938232 -3.371912466 0.825538463 0.278383219 4.364127848 5.086751318 4.16185343 5.975423862
C 110 No 0.337970839 -0.156350645 0.586760793 -5.842690225 0.976747059 1.430974105 5.092475963 10.29049768 4.764025242 9.914526979
C 113 No 0.308001011 -0.649003373 0.216351011 -7.417424871 0.742092617 -0.357684598 5.689259688 14.55427082 5.173940186 12.595983
C 116 No 0.38995976 0.69825832 0.324419634 -6.957989366 0.770130431 -0.143965736 5.320386082 11.91882131 4.83089075 10.35192728
C 119 No 0.329310972 -0.298704057 0.584183439 -5.853647407 0.776402683 -0.096155359 5.345293984 12.09677798 4.703112035 9.516063614
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ID mm Rind Fe_Wt_% Fe_Z_Score Ca_Wt_% Ca_Z_Score Mg_Wt_% Mg_Z_Score Al_Wt_% Al_Z_Score K_Wt_% K_Z_Score
E 0 Yes 0.758915811 6.76326489 0.215961811 -7.419079491 2.11900652 10.13787224 3.643502876 -0.061816367 2.942439218 -2.001366522
E 4 Yes 0.680081849 5.467369355 0.297971294 -7.07043002 1.070896406 2.14862959 4.531502821 6.282576349 4.036526925 5.155601319
E 7 Yes 0.829678558 7.92648345 0.358112925 -6.814748028 1.208455246 3.197174909 3.221859215 -3.074286113 2.731454945 -3.381518818
E 10 Yes 0.771493871 6.970026697 0.434092013 -6.491735764 1.472481955 5.209724372 3.230598984 -3.011844075 2.711771555 -3.510277589
E 13 Yes 0.513450009 2.72822684 0.283413356 -7.132320636 1.406626607 4.707740515 3.203669065 -3.204247226 2.82616684 -2.761961552
E 16 Yes 0.329165194 -0.30110039 1.090539047 -3.700962034 1.068843199 2.132978976 3.289965479 -2.587695001 2.818445103 -2.812473244
E 19 Yes 0.273158289 -1.221758143 2.226960912 1.130343655 1.058125146 2.051280376 3.630547555 -0.15437678 3.171232073 -0.504719507
E 22 Yes 0.733129855 6.339387878 2.65668636 2.957248845 1.388947279 4.572979441 3.298699248 -2.525295829 2.758915756 -3.201884097
E 25 Yes 0.827040819 7.883123527 2.24779251 1.218905675 1.186633241 3.030836192 3.216559777 -3.112148408 2.418565172 -5.428285296
E 28 Yes 0.489614123 2.336405637 1.399581982 -2.387118174 1.307983822 3.955833695 3.597831894 -0.388116662 2.893140776 -2.323851971
E 31 No 0.09790951 -4.102548401 1.771558175 -0.805724191 0.911251479 0.931732589 3.330935867 -2.294978503 2.96884809 -1.828613053
E 34 No 0 -5.712013318 0.850353483 -4.722070406 1.065676327 2.108839425 3.568922094 -0.594665241 3.354485992 0.694034853
E 37 No 0 -5.712013318 0.532810404 -6.072051192 0.905799886 0.890177696 3.713931129 0.441364405 3.663092317 2.71278118
E 40 No 0 -5.712013318 0.407292888 -6.605667721 0.886634227 0.744087041 3.827485062 1.252660338 3.816162163 3.714086618
E 43 No 0.109612222 -3.91017582 1.516681175 -1.889290726 1.025066224 1.799288009 3.536994381 -0.822775559 3.328358336 0.523120956
E 47 No 0.414376168 1.099622311 2.982003367 4.340279172 0.560922603 -1.738657057 3.252494875 -2.85540698 2.655455357 -3.87866964
E 50 No 0.270471655 -1.265921809 3.066797605 4.700767556 0.533711105 -1.946077303 3.173141019 -3.422357498 2.728997043 -3.397597168
E 53 No 0.2221837 -2.059693212 1.854695916 -0.452278123 0.543104208 -1.874478167 3.573148682 -0.564468018 3.187484513 -0.398404273
E 56 No 0.241613765 -1.74029617 2.146965102 0.790254973 0.662810588 -0.962013625 3.590757105 -0.438663108 2.915055962 -2.180493924
E 59 No 0.47216936 2.049643565 3.601857105 6.975482686 0.520759977 -2.044797571 3.227326701 -3.035223187 2.782469104 -3.047810019
E 62 No 0.361374429 0.228364358 3.641439272 7.143759584 0.497509015 -2.222028545 3.186739549 -3.325201617 2.725237914 -3.422187488
E 65 No 0.434975345 1.438237567 4.053980646 8.897609584 0.502468041 -2.184228254 2.8483779 -5.742655802 2.225924704 -6.688441703
E 68 No 0.431211303 1.376363145 4.0858618 9.033146927 0.48121421 -2.346236057 2.719884549 -6.660687706 2.139448972 -7.254122159
E 71 No 0.564918318 3.574277844 5.183666947 13.70028016 0.537908828 -1.91408007 3.043998093 -4.345030347 2.434419126 -5.324576756
E 74 No 0 -5.712013318 2.689592236 3.097142619 0.534155929 -1.942686622 3.440046888 -1.515425344 3.064591383 -1.202308904
E 77 No 0.080102737 -4.395261303 2.008318776 0.200823529 0.513912348 -2.09699377 3.309183586 -2.450389562 3.052135824 -1.283786869
E 80 No 0.319235422 -0.464328857 2.28443149 1.374670114 0.720971357 -0.518681876 3.300227109 -2.514379893 2.904470017 -2.249741813
E 83 No 0.069710834 -4.566086406 1.692754033 -1.140746697 0.532107994 -1.958297054 3.217585697 -3.10481864 3.102640525 -0.953410686
E 86 No 0.067087982 -4.609201619 1.546419438 -1.76286352 0.582431931 -1.57470173 3.480777289 -1.224423456 3.062190613 -1.21801353
E 90 No 0.15753904 -3.122340889 2.947236677 4.19247446 0.439828363 -2.661700595 3.029120224 -4.451326575 2.514418332 -4.801262453
E 93 No 0.609814996 4.312302447 3.832013809 7.953955052 0.485087442 -2.31671226 3.021542893 -4.505463473 2.535560893 -4.662958522
E 96 No 0.739701968 6.447422173 4.675276867 11.53894557 0.519654045 -2.053227557 3.73468302 0.589628088 3.205593764 -0.279942721
E 99 No 0.52832062 2.972674265 2.642989982 2.899021003 0.585697978 -1.549806211 4.209713249 3.983522809 3.666302328 2.733779453
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ID mm Rind Fe_Wt_% Fe_Z_Score Ca_Wt_% Ca_Z_Score Mg_Wt_% Mg_Z_Score Al_Wt_% Al_Z_Score K_Wt_% K_Z_Score
F 0 Yes 0.615248836 4.40162549 0.421691488 -6.544454503 1.706934477 6.996843929 3.635055391 -0.12217016 2.625153124 -4.076891511
F 3 Yes 0.470991927 2.03028858 0.400609602 -6.63408058 0.729289199 -0.45527894 3.949800884 2.126556346 3.284545494 0.236519523
F 6 Yes 0.545223452 3.250527911 0.331858648 -6.926363654 0.75242038 -0.278960996 4.711650766 7.569658982 4.018459307 5.037412111
F 9 Yes 0.53497222 3.082015191 0.260544887 -7.229542067 0.669424408 -0.911599637 4.764543404 7.947555031 4.141475926 5.84212455
F 12 Yes 0.517487475 2.794595883 0.321153931 -6.971872952 0.690798996 -0.748671367 4.19167205 3.854625898 3.597796543 2.285649291
F 15 Yes 0.631787203 4.673487962 0.389364989 -6.681885156 0.916313354 0.970316846 3.727636262 0.539281912 3.078681266 -1.110140022
F 18 Yes 0.436851195 1.469073324 0.314080786 -7.001943232 0.719813052 -0.527511076 3.988155556 2.400584633 3.451004325 1.325408918
F 22 Yes 0.404086559 0.930478736 1.088341749 -3.710303474 0.55081424 -1.815708281 3.809565593 1.124633137 3.161882832 -0.565877506
F 25 Yes 0.350697826 0.052859258 2.466219799 2.147512417 0.484515449 -2.321072287 3.859115247 1.478644943 3.146904377 -0.663858973
F 28 Yes 0.643227454 4.861546124 2.632334918 2.8537228 0.53614175 -1.927549659 4.154808549 3.591251412 3.398606807 0.982650884
F 31 Yes 0.82791291 7.89745922 2.163951209 0.862468542 0.752076088 -0.281585371 3.924183939 1.943533858 3.102264919 -0.955867705
F 34 Yes 0.437521766 1.480096371 1.95147166 -0.040852387 0.445363967 -2.619505332 4.093276367 3.151629396 3.362218116 0.744614492
F 37 Yes 0.298784337 -0.800509734 2.449349237 2.07579007 0.286088944 -3.833582732 2.993168541 -4.708186493 2.65000635 -3.914314291
F 40 Yes 0.255536164 -1.51143574 2.178036451 0.922349571 0.395892762 -2.996600692 3.318211314 -2.38589018 2.974321776 -1.792806969
F 43 No 0 -5.712013318 0.835173644 -4.786604929 0.30850547 -3.662712267 4.082327142 3.073401706 3.935225669 4.492939792
F 46 No 0 -5.712013318 0.453572583 -6.40891741 0.393139038 -3.017591015 4.206155962 3.958107464 4.097085768 5.551746606
F 50 No 0 -5.712013318 1.423343743 -2.286099057 0.361961284 -3.255244134 3.990492077 2.417278113 3.881884443 4.1440085
F 52 No 0.237947403 -1.800564893 1.524136601 -1.857595238 0.479451206 -2.359674596 3.442172613 -1.500237912 3.00831469 -1.570442536
F 55 No 0.193058524 -2.538461309 3.025411677 4.524822274 0.392044868 -3.025931347 2.881028639 -5.509379759 2.549989204 -4.568575815
F 58 No 0.558458888 3.46809586 2.864999403 3.842856573 0.441279527 -2.650639067 3.752573571 0.717448686 3.137753906 -0.723716721
F 61 No 0.3179202 -0.485948868 2.37368573 1.754119446 0.429734151 -2.73864395 4.225271771 4.094682021 3.643220123 2.582787354
F 64 No 0.350908668 0.056325139 2.509507638 2.331543357 0.422552186 -2.793388637 4.157179688 3.608192225 3.440802148 1.258671442
F 67 No 0.358875807 0.187291279 3.063441175 4.686498262 0.440791407 -2.654359769 3.929714461 1.983047158 3.176605488 -0.469569342
F 70 No 0.581259048 3.842891503 3.897001223 8.23023807 0.465105728 -2.469023318 3.350659569 -2.154060802 2.821600013 -2.791835422
F 73 No 0.484139052 2.246404829 3.725250587 7.500069238 0.426157625 -2.765906099 3.403743363 -1.774799024 2.74248724 -3.309351128
F 76 No 0.532381229 3.039423726 4.548771984 11.00113141 0.536304025 -1.926312713 3.482136934 -1.214709354 2.743839401 -3.300505976
F 79 No 0.595066236 4.069858056 4.245238306 9.710709234 0.452882304 -2.562196639 3.210842068 -3.152999081 2.561475246 -4.493439947
F 82 No 0.496095986 2.442956391 4.437580551 10.52841981 0.496613494 -2.228854674 2.749623893 -6.448212379 2.412667679 -5.46686371
F 85 No 0.337492968 -0.164206027 4.54490527 10.98469274 0.52841259 -1.986465355 3.423937929 -1.630517195 2.881718339 -2.398571769
F 90 No 0.126657625 -3.629978552 1.758242042 -0.862335483 0.388641963 -3.051870063 3.655123595 0.021208868 3.278738255 0.198531511
F 93 No 0.224582146 -2.020266867 1.510027233 -1.917578836 0.379909387 -3.118434321 4.061357059 2.923579127 3.395290376 0.960956471
F 96 No 0.058743117 -4.746376925 2.061118994 0.425294742 0.311626253 -3.638924025 3.205353459 -3.192212924 3.140395952 -0.706433796
F 99 No 0.188635066 -2.611175394 2.327726703 1.558732404 0.379736633 -3.119751146 3.546730978 -0.753211597 3.093550959 -1.012870025
F 102 No 0.611381525 4.338053518 2.753342635 3.368166677 0.507401591 -2.146622161 3.130720555 -3.725434185 2.389530094 -5.618218074
F 105 No 0.625139667 4.564213837 4.04483926 8.858746525 0.479117289 -2.362219883 2.933591491 -5.133839903 2.277966993 -6.348007399
F 108 No 0.77687689 7.058514326 4.121734314 9.185652864 0.48658269 -2.305314694 3.420831584 -1.652710752 2.677558403 -3.734082704
F 111 No 0.763192181 6.833561099 4.216993871 9.590632785 0.492089405 -2.26333964 3.949827003 2.12674296 3.166163891 -0.537872987
F 114 No 0.763948396 6.845991987 2.744212385 3.329350959 0.892034135 0.785247958 4.101346965 3.209290487 3.174739627 -0.481774862
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ID mm Rind Fe_Wt_% Fe_Z_Score Ca_Wt_% Ca_Z_Score Mg_Wt_% Mg_Z_Score Al_Wt_% Al_Z_Score K_Wt_% K_Z_Score
G 0 Yes 1.090378593 12.21194625 0.255794859 -7.249736009 3.053547779 17.26143376 2.67758086 -6.962930084 2.04010937 -7.903951541
G 4 Yes 0.827261744 7.886755171 0.306234814 -7.03529906 1.467230054 5.169691636 3.767688107 0.825435801 3.094780944 -1.004824081
G 7 Yes 0.45910678 1.834917088 0.225879038 -7.376918072 1.549771276 5.798863935 4.281683895 4.497723342 3.740391626 3.218434129
G 10 Yes 0.711861202 5.98976758 0.387826578 -6.688425449 1.265603755 3.632790688 3.296596035 -2.540322417 2.826771401 -2.758006819
G 13 Yes 0.687334362 5.586588267 0.345474586 -6.868477794 1.281184586 3.751555919 3.428697067 -1.596515125 2.827516795 -2.75313083
G 17 Yes 0.604564924 4.226000241 0.326372586 -6.94968672 1.105220327 2.410264447 3.820215352 1.20072126 3.384405035 0.889750082
G 20 Yes 0.407490145 0.986427875 1.018422988 -4.007551281 0.99825959 1.59495385 3.720991309 0.491806469 3.341131977 0.606679647
G 23 Yes 0.468655279 1.991878086 1.811175888 -0.637296173 1.070659356 2.146822672 3.700482417 0.345278913 3.245746161 -0.017286066
G 26 Yes 0.640216528 4.812051654 1.476469799 -2.0602426 1.161729241 2.841004898 3.386720785 -1.896418313 2.878605516 -2.418934285
G 29 Yes 0.181789471 -2.723705275 1.236302887 -3.081271677 1.350556862 4.280347634 3.86532392 1.523003346 3.253896173 0.036027186
G 32 No 0.330255369 -0.283179782 1.883777979 -0.328640644 0.953494312 1.253729519 3.426965068 -1.60888954 2.870689259 -2.470718431
G 35 No 0.06991763 -4.562687035 1.470373126 -2.086161578 0.728657817 -0.460091657 3.659209791 0.050403051 3.539845909 1.906565583
G 38 No 0 -5.712013318 0.994803823 -4.107964176 0.748621763 -0.307916041 3.559329167 -0.663202743 3.830194335 3.805877984
G 41 No 0 -5.712013318 0.806600034 -4.908080806 0.644099517 -1.10463918 3.699138675 0.33567843 3.706610546 2.997455401
G 45 No 0.026089803 -5.283141571 1.858493152 -0.436134815 0.578293296 -1.606248565 3.669844144 0.126381106 3.42371426 1.146891134
G 48 No 0.201862586 -2.393737579 2.600847858 2.719860879 0.58991836 -1.517636254 3.519937235 -0.944641819 2.765798012 -3.156863862
G 51 No 0.392103936 0.733504909 2.89020185 3.950000523 0.550197193 -1.820411736 3.160069082 -3.515751085 2.772698509 -3.1117243
G 53 No 0.238654311 -1.788944534 2.448969398 2.07417525 0.546622902 -1.847656845 3.804946967 1.091634963 3.247395727 -0.006495442
G 56 No 0.166653376 -2.972516783 2.583179663 2.644747533 0.545672173 -1.854903798 3.833102642 1.292795622 3.359660995 0.7278871
G 59 No 0.42549605 1.282414165 3.572760329 6.851782652 0.538614953 -1.908697615 3.502587369 -1.06859944 3.035015563 -1.395778949
G 62 No 0.442186481 1.556776304 4.160338746 9.349773088 0.583511498 -1.566472707 3.208657824 -3.168604604 2.696938518 -3.607307809
G 65 No 0.480901332 2.193182247 3.679795491 7.306824575 0.689758221 -0.756604696 3.217447314 -3.105807327 2.609680494 -4.178105619
G 68 No 0.700036804 5.795394694 4.987869349 12.86787973 0.517445542 -2.070061921 3.20457713 -3.197759472 2.783651053 -3.040078306
G 71 No 0.710668425 5.970160374 4.898371683 12.48739551 0.544067535 -1.867135189 2.740095932 -6.516285723 2.432421687 -5.33764299
G 74 No 0.722135832 6.158664933 4.638142025 11.38107306 0.507443503 -2.146302687 2.429767063 -8.733457278 2.229317094 -6.666250408
G 76 No 0 -6.042036502 2.319738738 1.524772917 0.514381365 -2.09341868 3.09941701 -3.949085084 3.058649082 -1.24118043
G 78 No 0.028075476 -5.250500506 1.831791462 -0.549652544 0.660112639 -0.982578803 3.075259834 -4.121678122 3.052922221 -1.278642658
G 81 No 0.097864785 -4.103283597 1.915683188 -0.193001034 0.703604111 -0.651064088 3.449562489 -1.447440305 3.200872878 -0.310824364
G 85 No 0.03473277 -5.141065965 1.376055733 -2.487136049 0.678149847 -0.845089782 3.581718435 -0.503240669 3.394795519 0.95771937
G 88 No 0.092764588 -4.187122122 1.676901209 -1.208142303 0.727900797 -0.465862064 3.753935945 0.727182284 3.319998198 0.468433164
G 91 No 0.149087241 -3.261274017 3.113627694 4.899857776 0.526859789 -1.998301617 2.949910267 -5.017248988 2.457096844 -5.176230604
G 94 No 0.543133648 3.216175112 3.876026538 8.141067739 0.55925609 -1.751360087 2.958354909 -4.956915509 2.552084839 -4.554867234
G 97 No 0.815681601 7.696397412 4.195582518 9.499606033 0.53249221 -1.95536836 2.874199782 -5.558169125 2.44485316 -5.256322586
G 100 No 0.622103646 4.514306843 3.141234319 5.01722268 0.645401226 -1.094716872 4.138851148 3.477242376 3.475994921 1.488884747
G 103 No 0.187937102 -2.622648726 0.964205779 -4.238046592 0.802381767 0.101870784 4.774944911 8.021869502 4.318106167 6.997550159
G 106 No 0.238738931 -1.787553531 1.135375445 -3.510347658 0.742635549 -0.35354609 4.492775922 6.005888659 4.247708987 6.537047446
G 107 No 0.372161518 0.405685648 1.175294036 -3.340640507 0.705589887 -0.635927468 4.454385766 5.731606851 4.217314199 6.338220136
G 109 No 0.346820685 -0.010874305 0.70717392 -5.330774142 0.862753533 0.562055918 4.996273053 9.603167633 4.594477208 8.80542958
 80 
 
 
ID mm Rind Fe_Wt_% Fe_Z_Score Ca_Wt_% Ca_Z_Score Mg_Wt_% Mg_Z_Score Al_Wt_% Al_Z_Score K_Wt_% K_Z_Score
H 0 Yes 0.811204063 7.622794353 0.110861828 7.865894323 2.446356517 12.63310487 3.480673591 1.225164333 2.69539774 3.617386797
H 4 Yes 0.420348666 1.197799963 0.580692159 5.868489997 1.005678187 1.651502269 4.230141677 4.12947549 3.833399281 3.826843113
H 7 Yes 0.181033225 2.736136655 1.214243653 3.175052786 0.792916142 0.029718851 4.135335898 3.452127368 3.858263904 3.989494889
H 10 Yes 0.351347151 0.063533059 1.176631941 3.334952631 0.925209375 1.038126957 3.940478137 2.059949171 3.601038833 2.306858706
H 13 Yes 0.303198005 0.727956581 2.566381699 2.573333823 0.810625336 0.164707575 3.39082201 1.867116756 3.143908233 0.683458233
H 16 Yes 0.449594064 1.678544302 2.515389842 2.356550553 0.672537686 0.887868606 3.46656709 1.325949455 3.077715437 1.116457993
H 19 No 0.294844089 0.865280665 2.702580903 3.152361745 0.458179657 2.521817445 3.451138258 1.436182083 3.338931779 0.592287067
H 22 No 0.585921271 3.91953047 3.701898414 7.400791419 0.49225384 2.262086233 3.686444827 0.244986133 3.192193532 0.367600253
H 25 No 0.479907109 2.176838929 3.732543851 7.531075321 0.480700646 2.35015071 3.680838463 0.204930975 3.213937447 0.225362569
H 28 No 0.175357041 2.829443427 2.159347688 0.84289745 0.418716721 2.822624554 3.751954537 0.713025944 3.279567493 0.203955965
H 31 No 0.165123667 2.997662589 2.238556734 1.179641335 0.744852137 0.336650095 3.701248444 0.35075186 3.206520239 0.273882188
H 34 No 0.279002945 1.125681981 2.252149864 1.237430233 0.57901206 1.600769766 3.734847203 0.590801106 3.188172707 0.393902455
H 37 No 0.227638834 1.970020139 2.223365276 1.115057416 0.805450587 0.125262938 3.600612037 0.368253691 3.302978324 0.357097766
H 40 No 0 5.712013318 1.440817453 2.211812529 0.7128331 0.580715918 3.566048372 0.6151968 3.599079669 2.294042852
H 43 No 0.118159935 3.769666043 1.759212508 0.858209712 0.842070827 0.404401533 3.819953677 1.198851704 3.639809257 2.560475195
H 46 No 0.515526645 2.76236319 4.055133591 8.902511134 0.515281405 2.086558105 3.013778748 4.560935079 2.817205287 2.820583492
H 49 No 0.018128373 5.41401386 2.594845795 2.69434412 0.577545667 1.611947385 3.438095171 1.529369551 2.990115578 1.689491914
H 52 No 0.05403382 4.823789713 1.180631394 3.317949632 0.732965095 0.427259341 4.003254454 2.508460018 3.692108307 2.902589102
H 55 No 0 5.712013318 0.942691972 4.329508911 0.806233408 0.131230005 3.690549205 0.274310217 3.415172428 1.091014789
H 58 No 0.120891111 3.72477018 1.561629878 1.698198905 0.749209717 0.303434342 3.395713006 1.832172607 3.190669638 0.377568796
H 61 No 0.327715012 0.324938911 2.594046046 2.690944124 0.540383246 1.895218762 3.747702891 0.682649689 3.561756703 2.049894906
H 64 No 0 5.712013318 0.896289839 4.526779744 0.571199483 1.660321313 3.421666389 1.646746408 3.2821014 0.220531498
H 67 No 0 5.712013318 1.035477385 3.935047391 0.469872842 2.432685884 2.969789397 4.875220822 2.943006808 1.997653635
H 70 No 0 5.712013318 0.754103667 5.131260247 0.744979661 0.335678044 3.010187715 4.586591531 3.007313811 1.576989782
H 73 No 0 5.712013318 0.50638829 6.18438035 0.670214279 0.905578826 3.411840557 1.71694792 3.362541154 0.746727641
H 76 No 0 5.712013318 1.584604615 1.60052569 0.510537813 2.122716241 2.948491099 5.027388362 2.981197077 1.747832236
H 79 No 0.067671464 4.599610168 1.831574013 0.550576992 0.644752371 1.099662784 2.746193233 6.47272303 2.528003584 4.712394611
H 82 No 0 5.712013318 1.320486579 2.723378926 0.44810241 2.598631486 2.994383393 4.699506881 2.929950585 2.083060838
H 85 No 0.145077854 3.327181473 2.382374015 1.79105622 0.488993796 2.286935988 2.963390013 4.920941775 2.934957521 2.050307996
H 90 No 0.283318375 1.054743695 2.393925101 1.840163714 0.442651603 2.640180383 2.962728603 4.925667274 2.741963858 3.312774832
H 93 No 0.418729986 1.171191631 3.966496355 8.525684888 0.469103182 2.438552637 2.742547472 6.498770486 2.608344758 4.18684333
H 96 No 0.765867318 6.87753579 4.116894204 9.165075953 0.579191805 1.599399657 2.934450354 5.127703683 2.799993701 2.933172978
H 99 No 0.426857484 1.304793812 2.349401548 1.650879346 0.735100251 0.410984066 4.110192234 3.272486279 3.787266465 3.525065591
H 102 No 0.154406916 3.173827648 0.177130635 7.584163679 0.791925898 0.022170694 4.544840408 6.377867896 4.107830451 5.622032887
H 105 No 0.088547768 4.256439421 0.181809495 7.564272296 0.915999265 0.967922696 4.590936734 6.707207101 4.193547899 6.18275303
H 108 No 0.27835453 1.136340815 0.134177846 7.766770209 1.206190412 3.179911162 5.027420759 9.825705121 4.282201016 6.76267684
H 111 No 0.176024767 2.81846715 0.121312068 7.82146689 1.008637784 1.674061862 5.409803897 12.55767466 4.831598954 10.35655999
H 114 No 0.447306619 1.640942624 0.456770134 6.39532356 1.135709953 2.642672294 4.89775274 8.899280697 4.376780203 7.381365996
H 117 No 0.405566539 0.95480707 0.768821925 5.06868806 0.771229752 0.13558614 5.06421938 10.08861606 4.406238207 7.574065341
 81 
 
 
ID mm Rind Fe_Wt_% Fe_Z_Score Ca_Wt_% Ca_Z_Score Mg_Wt_% Mg_Z_Score Al_Wt_% Al_Z_Score K_Wt_% K_Z_Score
I 0 Yes 0.960966977 10.08464056 0.210894352 -7.440622935 1.346705388 4.250989691 4.206501974 3.960579574 3.470383479 1.452177535
I 3 Yes 0.517570796 2.795965542 1.256666077 -2.994701014 0.902571143 0.865566532 4.176506655 3.746275417 3.486059004 1.55471888
I 6 Yes 0.270643776 -1.263092434 2.400801495 1.869397543 0.56831186 -1.682332279 3.618803926 -0.238280163 3.178353376 -0.458135544
I 9 Yes 0.267143519 -1.32063067 1.353515586 -2.582961678 0.70630797 -0.630453862 4.261457473 4.353213909 3.514604776 1.741450868
I 12 Yes 0.430897367 1.371202577 0.854511486 -4.704393359 1.094800927 2.330842334 3.747921572 0.684212074 3.239351721 -0.059115253
I 15 Yes 0.412042752 1.061264949 0.584101449 -5.853995975 1.00160619 1.620463385 4.024122454 2.657553258 3.226750532 -0.141545853
I 18 No 0.447997991 1.652307591 3.10174598 4.849344672 0.614610589 -1.32941919 3.381657955 -1.932590141 2.774536402 -3.09970174
I 21 No 0.7339645 6.353108001 4.167923739 9.382019406 0.631712066 -1.199062806 3.627727455 -0.174525235 2.679320687 -3.722554737
I 24 No 0.578478114 3.797177693 3.711953486 7.443538861 0.623462322 -1.261946657 3.818633414 1.189418972 3.055922938 -1.259013483
I 27 No 0.428171899 1.326400547 3.095394022 4.822340398 0.693460723 -0.728382288 3.926818887 1.962359473 3.16937751 -0.516851114
I 30 No 0.368544838 0.346233624 2.416992601 1.938231298 0.741451456 -0.362571865 3.983049751 2.364105766 3.279053177 0.200591571
I 33 No 0.27424542 -1.203887565 2.720502008 3.228550294 0.920849019 1.004890048 3.574771522 -0.552873496 3.075558896 -1.130564989
I 36 No 0.079252801 -4.409232791 1.286573657 -2.867553988 1.007993477 1.669150617 3.872057416 1.571111388 3.383816686 0.885901403
I 39 No 0 -5.712013318 0.720815395 -5.272779716 0.869369471 0.61248605 3.768888823 0.834014417 3.679572051 2.820583261
I 42 No 0.289008106 -0.961214253 2.265875094 1.29578073 0.759422679 -0.225585814 3.560820547 -0.652547449 3.117971783 -0.853121357
I 45 No 0.377779424 0.498034419 3.305299255 5.714717053 0.511991123 -2.11163835 3.146999321 -3.60912913 2.726397271 -3.414603562
I 48 No 0.243385557 -1.711170939 3.096021673 4.82500875 0.449803611 -2.585664046 2.897126647 -5.394366145 2.616352061 -4.13446361
I 51 No 0.144813737 -3.331523104 1.492152189 -1.993571566 0.793459628 0.033861586 4.151461676 3.567339385 3.79967636 3.606244841
I 54 No 0.040194192 -5.051289529 0.735671243 -5.209622587 0.771448573 -0.133918171 3.857777595 1.469087973 3.66030262 2.694532396
I 57 No 0.20275405 -2.379083447 2.208439748 1.051604052 0.547144293 -1.843682529 3.554710198 -0.696203362 3.046898154 -1.318049054
I 60 No 0.316168752 -0.51473968 2.74927685 3.350881677 0.813525572 0.186814689 3.623482307 -0.204855062 2.932920484 -2.06363326
I 63 No 0 -5.712013318 1.277876378 -2.904529001 0.529484332 -1.978295977 3.569377358 -0.591412567 3.249385695 0.006521924
I 67 No 0 -5.712013318 2.070290103 0.464284162 0.426306319 -2.764772678 3.234878997 -2.981265152 2.910344427 -2.211314394
I 70 No 0 -5.712013318 3.436996221 6.27460447 0.429699087 -2.738911224 2.843680384 -5.776217611 2.433260662 -5.33215484
I 73 No 0 -5.712013318 1.127361116 -3.544419224 0.414456744 -2.855096322 3.363500254 -2.062319411 3.213659388 -0.227181488
I 76 No 0 -5.712013318 0.68856288 -5.40989584 0.225911066 -4.292289948 3.024423552 -4.484882352 3.211877439 -0.238838097
I 81 No 0 -5.712013318 0.5798169 -5.87221101 0.756908044 -0.244753674 2.827350115 -5.89289064 2.613091636 -4.155791655
I 84 No 0 -5.712013318 1.073926242 -3.77158857 0.845954358 0.43400383 3.350982013 -2.151757073 2.878327265 -2.420754462
I 87 No 0.103471737 -4.011114889 2.109607121 0.631433827 0.514792643 -2.090283701 2.893132559 -5.422902256 2.789538795 -3.001563676
I 90 No 0.170091709 -2.915996473 1.347390954 -2.608999517 0.460891162 -2.50114894 3.017550668 -4.53398627 2.925472854 -2.11235189
I 93 No 0 -5.712013318 1.545756643 -1.765681281 0.529584076 -1.977535678 3.397017836 -1.822850142 3.058612957 -1.241416741
I 96 No 0.494055137 2.409408312 3.516242991 6.611508733 0.643826101 -1.106723298 3.060936798 -4.224010302 2.724340089 -3.428060602
I 99 No 0.741669832 6.479770495 3.948368273 8.448616411 0.577521907 -1.612128492 2.832095579 -5.858986259 2.478991879 -5.033004371
I 102 No 0.489878325 2.340748663 3.592979314 6.937740253 0.550713678 -1.816474814 3.031671367 -4.43309971 2.735473622 -3.355230667
I 104 No 0.27841168 -1.13540138 1.035744015 -3.933913861 0.695869528 -0.710021125 4.314663187 4.733346755 3.811129387 3.681164741
I 107 No 0.2423239 -1.728622771 0.32810989 -6.942300867 0.945129091 1.189965437 4.808315336 8.260287399 4.405318095 7.568046436
I 110 No 0.264948416 -1.356714405 0.351847112 -6.841386077 0.693767498 -0.726043889 5.205080455 11.09501025 4.643776836 9.127922785
I 113 No 0.360491382 0.213848576 0.301786572 -7.054210008 0.904010514 0.876538175 5.382831539 12.3649683 4.715531869 9.597307883
I 116 No 0.364365175 0.277527109 0.121389139 -7.821139238 0.920672896 1.003547547 5.732107487 14.86040064 4.897597708 10.78829042
I 119 No 0.413957734 1.092743977 0.365189126 -6.784664754 0.873959666 0.647474916 5.706847409 14.67992782 4.826469124 10.32300324
I 122 No 0.519324919 2.824800329 0.567770476 -5.923424348 1.053859952 2.01876884 5.294825401 11.7362008 4.481807881 8.06840389
I 125 No 0.42014684 1.19448229 0.641439002 -5.610235049 1.165215678 2.867580341 5.238192967 11.33158547 4.581380531 8.719757752
 82 
 
 
ID mm Rind Fe_Wt_% Fe_Z_Score Ca_Wt_% Ca_Z_Score Mg_Wt_% Mg_Z_Score Al_Wt_% Al_Z_Score K_Wt_% K_Z_Score
J 0 Yes 0.754027034 6.682901764 0.476206804 -6.312691842 1.49364349 5.371028641 3.88912394 1.693044652 3.096574809 -0.993089524
J 3 Yes 0.603415115 4.207099349 0.472227374 -6.329609715 1.097758422 2.353385904 4.19028138 3.844690132 3.435437077 1.223575867
J 6 Yes 0.433747334 1.418051152 1.704557791 -1.090565012 0.802274447 0.101052737 4.226210956 4.101392109 3.63164095 2.507042264
J 9 Yes 0.398083134 0.831792701 2.467019785 2.150913423 1.165979964 2.873406127 4.042320827 2.787573116 3.287083747 0.253123494
J 12 Yes 0.405373001 0.951625648 0.791520602 -4.972188468 0.823560629 0.263307137 4.200497905 3.917682987 3.432140281 1.202009898
J 15 Yes 0.314368898 -0.544326198 1.869958456 -0.387392013 0.914870618 0.959319554 3.709271421 0.408072715 3.126995178 -0.794094876
J 19 Yes 0.432682521 1.400547458 2.431088663 1.998158325 0.872298416 0.634811997 3.457710317 -1.389227436 2.955548807 -1.915610229
J 22 Yes 0.566964672 3.607916401 2.765209777 3.418617825 0.723044311 -0.502880731 3.22517164 -3.050620209 2.689768302 -3.654211729
J 25 No 0.672816894 5.347945924 3.701442246 7.398852095 0.82502109 0.274439533 3.503367845 -1.063023264 2.676423193 -3.741508678
J 28 No 0.532640949 3.043693086 2.853811345 3.795292432 0.833301692 0.3375586 3.89913963 1.76460262 2.992497618 -1.673909815
J 31 No 0.086899355 -4.283536515 1.083101646 -3.732580887 1.26468696 3.6258024 4.116441112 3.317131929 3.530086892 1.842727033
J 34 No 0.067178159 -4.607719255 1.344289083 -2.622186596 1.00022511 1.609936065 3.722055753 0.499411484 3.313897032 0.428522429
J 37 No 0.01855821 -5.406948077 2.057834677 0.41133202 0.785441609 -0.027255943 3.796041438 1.028008636 3.301898957 0.350037093
J 40 No 0.22876451 -1.951515958 1.964727505 0.0155026 0.717487802 -0.545235349 3.885857766 1.669709189 3.239707319 -0.056789114
J 43 No 0.193513775 -2.530977758 1.761378586 -0.849000996 0.891258146 0.779332966 3.882018501 1.642279227 3.244351739 -0.026407672
J 45 No 0.341467033 -0.098879189 2.262062758 1.279573225 0.875892135 0.662205203 3.505181992 -1.050061933 3.061309051 -1.223780263
J 48 No 0.601198034 4.170654336 3.632869379 7.107326132 0.47838194 -2.367825095 2.582117524 -7.644976179 2.43771036 -5.303047167
J 51 No 0.17796653 -2.786547877 1.914721095 -0.197091208 0.461176591 -2.498973253 3.380032625 -1.944202452 3.031271624 -1.420269897
J 54 No 0.101636009 -4.041291131 1.248623836 -3.028891245 0.626465798 -1.239052596 3.846495409 1.388481414 3.44733881 1.301430974
J 57 No 0 -5.712013318 0.813096442 -4.880462424 0.765304874 -0.18074865 3.903295918 1.794297582 3.361991104 0.743129498
J 60 No 0.44893051 1.667636612 3.698013809 7.384276677 0.544937457 -1.860504186 3.609367933 -0.305696432 2.865542546 -2.50438562
J 63 No 0.419878157 1.190065609 3.700835006 7.396270518 0.459939574 -2.508402445 3.069491362 -4.162891471 2.654480437 -3.885047076
J 66 No 0.131148052 -3.556163595 2.040237003 0.33651848 0.463518431 -2.481122524 2.831458135 -5.863540533 2.815226145 -2.833530041
J 69 No 0 -5.712013318 1.343073654 -2.627353789 0.443147022 -2.636404043 3.257725854 -2.818033803 3.266356434 0.117535906
J 72 No 0 -5.712013318 0.618096036 -5.709473728 0.462964299 -2.485346404 3.695184593 0.307428146 3.734205507 3.177967667
J 74 No 0 -5.712013318 0.521393319 -6.120589002 0.559631487 -1.748498622 2.919764111 -5.232630821 3.032803139 -1.410251507
J 77 No 0 -5.712013318 0.523215335 -6.112843009 0.600084554 -1.440144218 2.986203339 -4.757949985 3.02620042 -1.453443149
J 80 No 0.087743562 -4.269659206 1.434330916 -2.239388946 0.486599568 -2.305186046 2.582592751 -7.641580881 2.447491369 -5.239064763
J 83 No 0.142283794 -3.373111045 1.927014527 -0.144827757 0.562765047 -1.724612987 2.986513294 -4.755735484 2.855641542 -2.569152977
J 86 No 0 -5.712013318 1.205392189 -3.212683291 0.56427244 -1.71312285 2.724980679 -6.624277961 2.710644747 -3.517648599
J 89 No 0.1641279 -3.014031292 1.660749028 -1.276810572 0.921165051 1.007299012 3.164101679 -3.486939846 3.019355836 -1.498216954
J 92 No 0.397656554 0.824780451 2.891410989 3.955140974 0.627558255 -1.23072532 2.843077396 -5.780525716 2.545177063 -4.600054407
J 95 No 0.621287803 4.500895781 3.752369328 7.615359987 0.823821795 0.265297875 2.906816494 -5.325136196 2.459053527 -5.16343098
J 98 No 0.479933396 2.177271041 1.98712806 0.110734776 1.041499365 1.924549997 3.417803654 -1.674344056 3.133468763 -0.751747961
J 100 No 0.329157059 -0.30123412 0.729398448 -5.236290317 1.636639212 6.461016711 3.812856717 1.148146854 3.473455435 1.472272717
J 103 No 0.090575883 -4.223100687 0.35910887 -6.810513935 1.590632834 6.11033207 4.166360292 3.673783841 3.856813799 3.980009037
J 105 No 0.153115284 -3.195059879 0.476340095 -6.312125175 1.258178259 3.576189679 4.389933348 5.271120954 4.173962943 6.054638167
J 108 No 0.222910642 -2.047743535 0.322564376 -6.965876681 1.218152515 3.271092555 4.710175829 7.559121168 4.275446766 6.718493953
J 111 No 0.258677343 -1.459800127 0.129617192 -7.78615906 1.443399037 4.98803918 4.940666245 9.205879963 4.414270107 7.626605964
J 114 No 0.488341074 2.315478884 0.582249001 -5.861871344 1.275288719 3.706614546 4.561488195 6.496809461 3.944097976 4.550977932
J 117 No 0.431047917 1.373677364 0.579103995 -5.875241806 1.318513331 4.036095108 4.54448485 6.375327582 3.983739831 4.810294875
